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DEDICATION

To my wife, who has sacrificed my presence during the research and writing of this and other studies; To my mother-in-law, who gave me the first book to read on the Received Greek Text; and to my father-in-law, who has expressed such an interest recently in the issue of the proper New Testament Greek Text.

BACKGROUND OF THE BOOK

In January, 1978, the author published this study in a mimeograph format. In that form it was 38 pages in length, including the TABLE OF CONTENTS. The present publication, in booklet form, has been done in May 1979, due to various requests for the material contained herein in a more permanent and useful form.

Regardless of what side of the WESTCOTT AND HORT textual criticism of the TRADITIONAL GREEK TEXT which underlies our AUTHORIZED (KING JAMES)
VERSION of 1611, I believe it is of the utmost importance to see once and for all that THE LEADERS in the TEXTUAL REVOLUTION which unseated the TRADITIONAL RECEIVED GREEK TEXT from its place of undisputed prominence for over 15 CENTURIES, were NOT, as most of the evangelical and fundamentalist world today believes, FUNDAMENTALISTS, or even ORTHODOX in many of their beliefs. It is my personal belief that this HETERODOXY on their part BLINDED their intellects, and prejudiced them adversely and unfairly in their TEXTUAL THEORIES of the Greek New Testament. For proof of the above conclusion, we offer the following original study of over 1,291 pages as contained in FIVE books by both WESTCOTT and HORT.
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CHAPTER I
BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Before beginning the analysis of the THEOLOGICAL HERESIES OF WESTCOTT AND HORT, I want to cover a few introductory matters which form a part of the background information for this study.

A. WHY STUDY WESTCOTT AND HORT'S THEOLOGICAL HERESIES?

• You might be asking the question, "Why should we study the theological heresies of Westcott and Hort anyway?" This is a good question. The answer is that IF these two Anglican Churchmen who were the prime movers in the construction of the elaborate -- yet fictitious -- system of New Testament Greek TEXTUAL CRITICISM leading to the REVISED GREEK TEXT which formed the basis for the 1881 ENGLISH REVISED VERSION (E.R.V.) are found to have espoused various and sundry THEOLOGICAL HERESIES, then, most assuredly, those fundamentalists and even neo-evangelicals today who have accepted all or part of the WESTCOTT and HORT system of manuscript veneration and introspective subjectivism in dealing with the verbally and plenarily inspired and hence inerrant and infallible Word of God should know about it! If, however, it can be shown that WESTCOTT and HORT were fundamentalists, and Bible-believers without so much as a taint of HERESY or of APOSTASY, then this is a different matter. If a FUNDAMENTALIST is following a HERETIC, he should know about it, should he not? So, there is an INFORMATIONAL REASON for such a study at the very least!

B. WHAT IF WESTCOTT AND HORT HAD THEOLOGICAL HERESIES, SO WHAT?!

• Since WESTCOTT and HORT are both quite largely venerated as the IDOLS of the NEW TESTAMENT TEXTUAL CRITICISM WORLD, and since these two men (primarily HORT, however) were the inventors of a doctored Greek Text made up largely from their worship of the Vatican (B) and the Sinai (Aleph) Manuscripts, this gives these two men great prominence in the New Testament Greek field. Now it is to be recognized that many N. T. textual critics today have discarded some or most (if not all) of the WESTCOTT-HORT fabric of error. This does NOT, however, take away the importance historically of these men in building enough of a fire under the Received Text (Textus Receptus) on which the King James Version was built to the extent of seeking to
REPLACE that text with their own MINORITY GREEK TEXT. The MOTIVES of men who handle the Word of God are most important -- especially, when they have taken the "scholarly" world practically by storm since their 1881 Greek New Testament was published both in Greek, and in the E.R.V. form! If they believed doctrines which the Bible does not teach, and hence if they have held HERESIES in their theology, then their MOTIVE for throwing out from 80% to 95% of the extant Greek Manuscripts and evidence for the Greek New Testament in favor of retaining but a mere 5% to 20% of that extant evidence (with a major stressing of manuscripts "B" and "Aleph") is a worthy subject to look at. Though it is impossible to definitely examine MOTIVES, one thing is certain: if a man is a HERETIC in his views of theology, he is not particularly interested in handing a Bible-believing theological FUNDAMENTALIST a Bible that backs up that fundamentalist theology! In fact, he is not even interested in promulgating a text which is the closest to the original autographs. He doesn't really care about the EXACT WORDING, SPELLING, AND PHRASING OF THE BIBLE, because he denies that the Bible was VERBALLY INSPIRED and INERRANT AND INFALLIBLE in the original writings! A man's theology determines how he deals with God's Word!

C. WESTCOTT AND HORT'S HERESIES CONTRAST WITH JOHN BURGON'S SOUNDNESS!

- There is a marked contrast with the theological HERESIES of Westcott and Hort and the theological soundness of Dean John Burgon -- the great Anglican author, scholar, and champion of the Traditional Text, or Received Text, and opponent of the phony Westcott and Hort Text of the Greek New Testament.

D. THE QUOTATIONS FROM WHICH BIBLE? WHICH FIRST PROMPTED THIS SEARCH FOR THE HERESIS OF WESTCOTT AND HORT.

- The book which first caused me to think about the theological HERESIES of WESTCOTT and HORT was WHICH BIBLE? (Our BFT #169, available from us for a GIFT of $5.00, 5th edition, 350 pp., indexed), pp. 277-282 (5th edition). I first read this in the first edition of 1970. Some of the major HERESIES were quoted by me in my article on "IN DEFENSE OF THE NEW TESTAMENT MAJORITY GREEK TEXT" (Bible For Today #238, available for a GIFT of 4/$1.50 plus postage from BFT). In that pamphlet reprint, I wrote:
  o 2. Views of Westcott and Hort, Defenders of the Minority Text. By way of contrast, however, the chief historical defenders of the Minority Text were B. F. Westcott and F. J. A. Hort (2,a, (1), p. 173). Though also Anglicans like Burgon, living around the same time as he, they held a FAR INFERIOR VIEW OF THE BIBLE and its doctrines. The ERRONEOUS VIEWS affected adversely their entire outlook on textual criticism of the Bible.
    ▪ a. Westcott's Views. Westcott denied the historicity of Genesis 1 to 3. He wrote to the Archbishop of Canterbury, March 4, 1890: "No one now, I suppose, holds that the first three chapters of Genesis, for example, give a literal history -- I could never understand how any one reading them with open eyes could think they did" (2,b, (1), 1st ed., p. 191). According to
Benjamin Wilkinson, Westcott (as well as Hort) denied the substitutionary atonement of Christ. He wrote:

- Both rejected the atonement of the substitution of Christ for the sinner, or vicarious atonement; both denied that the death of Christ counted for anything as an atoning factor. They emphasized atonement through Incarnation." (2,b(1),1st ed. p. 192).

b. **Hort's Views.** Hort, for example, concurred with Charles Darwin's false evolutionary theory. He wrote on April 3, 1860, "But the book which has most engaged me is Darwin. Whatever may be thought of it, it is a book that one is proud to be contemporary with .... My feeling is strong that the theory is unanswerable" (2,b(1), 1st ed., p. 189). Hort denied a literal Eden and a real Fall of man. He wrote:

- I am inclined to think that no such state as "Eden" (I mean the popular notion) ever existed, and that Adam's fall in no degree differed from the fall of each of his descendants, as Coleridge justly argues (2,b(1), 1st ed., p. 191).

- Hort called Christ's substitutionary atonement "immoral." Writing to Westcott, he said:

- I entirely agree -- correcting one word -- with what you there say on the atonement, having for many years believed that "the absolute union of the Christian (or rather, of man) with Christ Himself" is the spiritual truth of which the popular doctrine of substitution is an IMMORAL AND MATERIAL COUNTERFEIT ..... Certainly nothing could be more unscriptural than the modern limiting of Christ's bearing our sins and sufferings to His death; but indeed that is only one aspect of an almost universal HERESY (2,b,(1), 1st ed., p. 192). (op. cit., pp. 8-9).

In brief form, then, we find that other writers concurred with my own thinking that Westcott and Hort were indeed believers in various HERESIES. Because of this evidence, I decided to look for further evidence of the HERESIES OF WESTCOTT AND HORT from their own books (if I could find any in print).

**E. THE BOOKS BY WESTCOTT AND HORT THAT WERE USED IN THIS STUDY.**

- The following books were examined as the basis of this report.1. **Three Books By Brooke Foss Westcott.**
  - b. **The Epistle To The Hebrews:** The Greek Text With Notes And Essays (Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1889 originally, but 1974 reprinted. 504 pp.) by B. F. Westcott.

2. Two Books By Fenton John Anthony Hort.


3. Short References To These Five Books For Space-Saving. To save space in this report, I'll use the following abbreviations for references to these five volumes:

a. Westcott's GOSPEL OF JOHN = "W-John."
b. Westcott's HEBREWS = "W-Hebrews."
c. Westcott's 1, 2, & 3 JOHN = "W-I-3 John."
d. Hort's 1 PETER: "H-1 Peter."
e. Hort's REVELATION = "H-Revelation."

F. PLAN OF TREATMENT IN THIS STUDY WILL BE BY THEOLOGICAL CATEGORIES AND HEADINGS.

Rather than taking up each man or each book, I've chosen instead to take up the traditional and usual THEOLOGICAL DIVISIONS and comment on the various HERESIES or DEVIATIONS FROM TRUTH that either of the two men have made in any of these divisions. The outline will therefore be the divisions as follows:

1. Bibliology
2. Theology Proper
3. Anthropology & Hamartiology
4. Demonology (or Satanology)
5. Ecclesiology
6. Pneumatology
7. Eschatology
8. Soteriology
9. Christology

Some of these theological headings have more under them than others, because of the various comments made by WESTCOTT or HORT on these themes in their five books which have been analyzed. The comments will be as brief as possible, yet will be clear as well.

G. WHAT WILL BE INCLUDED IN THIS THEOLOGICAL ANALYSIS?
There will be out and out HERESIES mentioned; there will be serious omissions of truth that should have been taught in a given verse, but was not; and there will be obscure things which are said without clarity by either WESTCOTT or HORT so as to put a question mark as to where these men stand on vital issues in the Christian faith.

CHAPTER II

HERESIES IN BIBLIOLOGY

In this general division of BIBLIOLOGY, there is usually taken up the doctrine of the Bible, including its inspiration, supernatural origin, canonicity, and the like [Cf. Lewis Sperry Chafer, Systematic Theology, 8 vols., Volume I]. Under this heading for WESTCOTT AND HORT, I noted the following items, in varying degrees of HERESY and/or ERROR.

A. VAGUE OR ERRONEOUS POSITION ON INSPIRATION, REVELATION, OR INERRANCY.

1. Westcott Wrongly Claimed The "MESSENGERS" Were "INSPIRED" Rather Than Only Their WORDS. Westcott wrote:
   ○ (Hebrews 1:2) in the prophets ... In whatever way God made Himself known to them, they were His messengers, INSPIRED by His Spirit, not in their words only but as men;... (W-Hebrews, op. cit., p. 6).

   This is a HERESY which many have accepted even in our own day. 2 Timothy 3:16-17, however, is very clear to refer that which is "God-breathed" or INSPIRED OF GOD" only to the "ALL SCRIPTURE," or that which has been written down in words! The MEN were NOT "INSPIRED" according to the Bible's clear statement here -- only their WORDS were "INSPIRED OF GOD" or "GOD-BREATHED." 2 Peter 1:20-21 tells us that the "holy men of God" spoke as they were "MOVED BY THE HOLY SPIRIT." This "MOVING" or being "BORNE ALONG" by the Holy Spirit is the correct way of speaking of God's use of His MEN in the writing of Scripture. If indeed the MEN were "INSPIRED," they would have been so throughout all their lives and in every situation, and hence would be INFALLIBLE in all their utterances, written or spoken. Such was NOT the case, and this is nowhere taught in Scripture. INSPIRATION must refer only to the WORDS of the Scripture as 2 Timothy 3:16-17 clearly teaches. To go beyond the Bible at this point is laden with grave theological dangers!

2. Westcott Implied That You Could Find "REVELATION" IN "SCRIPTURE," Rather Than Equating "REVELATION" And "SCRIPTURE." Westcott wrote:
(John 5:39-40). From the essential elements of revelation, external (voice, shape) and internal (word), the Lord passes to the record of REVELATION IN SCRIPTURE. W-John, op. cit., pp. 90-91).

- When you say there is a record of "REVELATION IN SCRIPTURE," you are implying that SOME of the Scripture might NOT contain "REVELATION," but in certain portions of the "SCRIPTURE," THERE IS SOME "REVELATION." The proper teaching of the Bible on this matter is that ALL Scripture is God's "REVELATION," and not just some parts of it. It was ALL "REVEALED" by God's Holy Spirit through the human writers! Again, this is an error which persists among the LIBERALS, MODERNISTS, and NEO-ORTHODOX even to this day!

3. **Hort Seems To Imply That "ALL THINGS NECESSARY TO SALVATION" Are The Only Really Important Things In The "SCRIPTURES."** Hort wrote:

- So only, we believed, could the UNIQUE CHARACTER of the Scriptures be rightly appreciated as 'containing all things NECESSARY TO SALVATION.' (H-1 Peter, op. cit., p. vii).

- There is a thought here, as in modern times, to limit the "SCRIPTURES" only to the "ALL THINGS NECESSARY TO SALVATION," implying that, perhaps, the historical, the geographical, the chronological, or the scientific matters, were either not important, or perhaps not given INERRANTLY or were not trustworthy. Men today who deny Biblical INERRANCY and INFALLIBILITY in ALL matters of which they speak, limit these terms to things pertaining to "SALVATION." It could be a similar reference in Hort as well.

4. **Hort Omits Any Mention Of Verbal, Plenary Inspiration, or Biblical Inerrancy or Infallibility, And So Does Westcott!** Throughout the five books examined, both Westcott and Hort alike omit any stand for belief in a verbal, plenary inspiration of the Bible which also gives inerrancy and infallibility to the original writings. There is therefore a weak and HERETICAL and unsatisfactory view of the Bible which is held by them. Often things which are OMITTED are more important an indication of a man's HERESIES than what he states in plain English! For example, Hort, in commenting on I Peter 1:23, which states: "Being born again, not of corruptible seed, but of incorruptible, BY THE WORD OF GOD, which liveth and abideth for ever," has this to say:

- It [that is, the word translated "WORD"] is God's whole utterance of Himself in His incarnate Son, the WRITTEN OR SPOKEN record of this utterance or of any part of it being a WORD only in a SECONDARY SENSE. (H-1 Peter, op. cit., p. 93).

- This is a verse which has consistently been interpreted in the past and in the present as a reference to the "WORD OF GOD" being the Bible! Here, Hort comes along and states that it is possible a "WORD ONLY IN A SECONDARY SENSE." This is a sort of spiritualization of the "Word," rather than an acceptance of it as the literal Bible which God produced through His verbal, plenary inspiration!

5. **Westcott Isolated Belief "IN CHRIST" From Any "PROPOSITIONS ABOUT CHRIST."** In commenting about John 14:1. Westcott wrote:
The belief is "in Christ," and NOT IN ANY PROPOSITIONS ABOUT CHRIST. (W-John, op. cit., p. 200).

If you are not willing to place the meaning of "BELIEF IN CHRIST" into the definite "PROPOSITIONS about Christ" as given to us in the Bible, you have a LIBERALISTIC theology indeed! We will see more of this under the all-important, definitive Chapter below on CHRISTOLOGY!!

B. FALSE OR ERRONEOUS POSITION ON BIBLICAL INTERPRETATION PRINCIPLES.

1. Westcott Referred To The Historical "CAIN" As Only A "TYPICAL EXAMPLE" And As Merely A "REPRESENTATIVE" Rather Than Being A Historial Person. He wrote:
   ○ (1 John 3:12) But the insertion of v. 11, the positive rule of Christians, leads to the insertion of the negative before the TYPICAL EXAMPLE of the opposite character .... The history of the first death naturally attracted wide attention as presenting in a REPRESENTATIVE and impressive FORM the issues of selfishness, self-will, sin. (W-l-3 John, op. cit., p. 110).

   This certainly does not sound like Westcott believed Cain was a genuine and real person! A "REPRESENTATIVE FORM" is NOT a real personage of history!

2. Hort Denied That Paul Actually Saw The Lord Jesus Christ In An OUTER VISION, Stating That It Was Only An "INNER VISION." Hort wrote:
   ○ That is, (Revelation 1:1) Paul speaks of God as enabling him to have an INNER VISION and perception of His Son... (H-Revelation, op. cit., p. 3).

   This is a HERESY clearly, since Acts 9 is so plain in pointing out that Paul saw a light brighter than the sun, and heard a voice. The men with him saw the light, and heard a sound, but couldn't understand what was being said. It was OUTER, and NOT "INNER." A mere "INNER VISION" could not have BLINDED Paul!!

3. Hort Denies That The Book Of REVELATION Is A "REPETITION OF WORDS SPOKEN BY CHRIST TO JOHN," Saying They Are John's Words In "THE PROPHETIC SPIRIT." Hort wrote:
   ○ These epistles (Revelation 2:7) are NOT MERELY A REPETITION OF WORDS SPOKEN BY CHRIST TO JOHN in vision, but in speaking them he is moved by the PROPHETIC SPIRIT. (H-Revelation, op. cit., p. 23).

   As a "REVELATION OF JESUS CHRIST," (Rev. 1:1), the entire book of REVELATION is just that! It is not John's "PROPHETIC SPIRIT" at all, but the REVELATION of Jesus Christ Himself!

4. Hort Denies That "CHRIST" Is The "PRIMARY REVEALER," Thinking That It Is "GOD" Hort wrote:
   ○ (Revelation 1:1) The conception of the book is NOT that the PRIMARY REVEALER IS CHRIST, though by the will or permission of God...; but that the primary REVEALER IS GOD .... (H-Revelation, op. cit., p. 5).
• Well, Christ is also "GOD" that is, He is DEITY! Saying it this way almost denies the DEITY of Christ. It would appear that the expression, "THE REVELATION OF JESUS CHRIST" would indicate that the Lord Jesus WAS the "PRIMARY REVEALER." John 16:12-15 clearly indicates that the Lord Jesus Christ Himself "has yet many things to say unto you, be ye cannot bear them now. Howbeit when He, the Spirit of truth, is come, He will guide you into all truth; for He shall not speak of Himself; but whatsoever He shall hear, that shall He speak:..." The Book of REVELATION is a part of the "many things" that Jesus Christ Himself had to say to His own.

C. FALSE OR ERRONEOUS POSITION IN MIXING 1SRAEL WITH THE CHURCH.

• 1. Westcott Erroneously Called Israel Of The Old Testament The "OLD CHURCH." He wrote:
  ○ The Christian Church (John 1:12) was not, as it might have been, the corporate transfiguration of the OLD CHURCH, but was built up of individuals ..., gives prominence to the act of personal faith which distinguishes the first-fruits of the NEW ISRAEL. (W-John, op. cit., p. 8).
  ○ The Church is a New Testament institution, and is NOT the "NEW ISRAEL," nor is the nation Israel in the Old Testament the "OLD CHURCH."
    ○ (John 5:36) The NEW CHURCH grew out of the OLD CHURCH, as its proper consummation. (op. cit., W-John, p. 24).
• See also W-John, p. 43, and W-Hebrews, p. 51, for similar references.

  2. Hort Also Erroneously Looked At The "CHRISTIAN CHURCH" As The "TRUE ISRAEL." He wrote:
    ○ ... nor is it less characteristic that he dwells on the significance of the conception of the CHRISTIAN CHURCH as the TRUE ISRAEL by which all the Apostles were united (pp. 7, 16, 116). (H-1 Peter, op. cit., p. xii).(1 Peter 2:9) It is less easy to see in what sense St. Peter termed the NEW ISRAEL a royal priesthood. (H-1 Peter, op. tit., p. 126).
    ○ "ISRAEL" is "ISRAEL" and will never change! The "CHURCH" is the "CHURCH" and that will never change either. Neither becomes the other!

D. FALSE, ERRONEOUS, WEAK, OR INCOMPLETE EXEGESIS OF VITAL VERSES.

• 1. John 1:12 Not Clear On Salvation. Westcott does not give a clear exegesis of John 1:12, one of the most simple verses on salvation in all of John! (See W-John 1:12, op. cit., pp. 9-9).

  2. Other Verses Which Are Falsely Interpreted, Erroneous, Weak, Or Incomplete in Exegesis. According to my expectations, the following are verses which Westcott or Hort failed to expound accurately or completely to my satisfaction (with page references): (1) John 1:29 (W-Jn., p. 20); (2) John Chapter Six (p. 113 ff.); (3) John 7:3 (p. 116); (4) John 6:33 (W-Jn., p. 102); (5) John 8:21 (W-Jn., p. 130); (6) John 10:9 (W-Jn., p. 153); (7) John 10:10 (W-Jn., p. 154); (8) John 10:11 (W-Jn., p. 154); (9) John 10:15 (W-Jn., p. 155); (10) John 10:17-18 (W-Jn., p. 156); (11) John 10:28 (W-Jn., p.
158); (12) John 10:30 (W-Jn., p. 159); (13) John 10:33 (W-Jn., p. 159); (14) John 11:51 (W-Jn., p. 175); (15) John 19:30 (W-Jn., p. 278); (16) John 20:30-31 (W-Jn., 297). In Westcott's book on HEBREWS, the following are weak or defective: (1) Hebrews 4:12 (W-Heb., p. 101); (2) Hebrews 5:9 (W-Heb., p. 129); (3) Hebrews 13:8 (W-Heb., p. 435). Westcott was also weak or erroneous on the following verses in his book on 1-3 John: (1) 1 John 1:1 (p. 7); (2) 1 John 1:2 (W-I-3 Jn., p. 8; (3) 1 John 1:2 (W-1-3 Jn., p. 10); (4) 1 John 2:9 (W-1-3 Jn., p. 88).

These ideas are merely suggestive as to the various HERESIES and otherwise WEAKNESSES of both Westcott and Hort in the area of BIBLIOLOGY, or the doctrine of the Bible. The greatest HERESIES grow out of their failure to believe and to teach clearly in any of their five books the fact that the Bible is VERBALLY and PLENARILY INSPIRED OF GOD, and consequently INFALLIBLE and INERRANT in the original writings! Without this clear stand on God's Word, the Bible, WESTCOTT and HORT'S theological position is likely to be loaded with HERESIES of one sort or another. And such is the case!

CHAPTER III

HERESIES IN THEOLOGY PROPER

In this general division of THEOLOGY PROPER, there is usually taken up the Trinity, and the nature of God Himself [Cf. Systematic Theology, by Lewis Sperry Chafer, 8 Volumes, 1948, Dallas Seminary Press, Dallas, Texas, Volume I]. I noted the following items, in various degrees of HERESY and/or ERROR.

A. WESTCOTT EMBRACED THE HERESY OF THE UNIVERSAL "FATHERHOOD OF GOD."

• 1. Westcott Believed "FATHERHOOD OF GOD" Could Be Applied To "HUMANITY" As A Whole Because Of Creation in The "DIVINE IMAGE." He wrote:
  ○ (John 4:21) Very much of the exact force of St. John's record of the Lord's words appear to depend upon the different conceptions of the TWO FORMS under which the FATHERHOOD OF GOD is described. God is spoken of as "THE FATHER" and as "my Father." Generally it may be said that the FORMER TITLE expresses the original relation of God to being and SPECIALLY TO HUMANITY, in virtue of man's CREATION IN THE DIVINE IMAGE, and the latter more particularly the relation of the Father to the Son Incarnate, and so indirectly TO MAN in virtue of the Incarnation. (W-John, op. cit., pp. 79-80).

• The term "FATHER" cannot refer to "HUMANITY" as a whole outside of faith in Jesus Christ. This is HERESY of the first dimension! Does not Westcott understand clearly
John 8:44, where Jesus Christ taught TWO FATHERHOODS? Likewise, the term, "MY FATHER" cannot refer to "MAN" as a whole either, but only to one redeemed by faith in the Lord Jesus Christ. It is NOT in virtue of "THE INCARNATION" that men can call God "MY FATHER," but by virtue of the vicarious and substitutionary sacrifice of the Lord Jesus Christ on the Cross!! More of Westcott's heretical "INCARNATIONAL" redemption under "CHRISTOLOGY."

2. Westcott Clearly Stated The HERETICAL Doctrine Of The "UNIVERSAL FATHERHOOD" Of God in Discussing John 10:29. He wrote:

○ (John 10:29) The thought, which is concrete in v. 28, is here traced back to its most absolute form as resting on the essential power of God in His relation of UNIVERSAL FATHERHOOD. (W-John, op. cit., p. 159).
  • This, again, is pure HERESY as taught by the Lord Jesus Christ in John 8:44!! To accept the heresy of the "UNIVERSAL FATHERHOOD" of God, is to misunderstand the total plan of redemption that God wrought out through His Son, Jesus Christ!

B. WESTCOTT DENIED THAT CHRIST MADE KNOWN GOD, THE FATHER, AS "GOD," STATING ONLY THAT HE MADE HIM KNOWN AS "THE FATHER." He wrote:

○ (John 1:18) The Son made God known NOT PRIMARILY AS GOD, but as THE FATHER. (W-John, op. cit., p. 15)
  • This is HERETICAL! Had Westcott never understood Colossians 2:9? It states clearly concerning Christ: "For in Him dwelleth all the FULLNESS OF THE GODHEAD BODILY."

C. WESTCOTT DENIES THAT GOD HAD TO BE "PROPITIATED" IN THE SENSE OF "PROPITIATING GOD." He wrote:

○ (1 John 2:2). They shew that the scriptural conception of hilaskesthai is NOT that of appeasing one who is angry, with a personal feeling, against the offender; but of altering the character of that which from without occasions a necessary alienation, and interposes an inevitable obstacle to fellowship. Such phrases as 'PROPITIATING GOD' and ... are FOREIGN TO THE LANGUAGE OF THE N.T. (W-1-3 John, p. 87)
  • This is in error. God was "PROPITIATED" by the sacrifice of His Son at Calvary's Cross! Thus God is now "propitious." As Chafer clearly indicates, PROPITIATION is toward God as to its direction.

CHAPTER IV
HERESIES IN ANTHROPOLOGY AND HAMARTIOLOGY

In this general division of ANTHROPOLOGY and HAMARTIOLOGY, there is usually taken up the teachings on the origin of man, the element's of man's being, the fall, the doctrine of sin ("HAMARTIOLOGY"), imputed sin, the sin nature, and so on. [Cf. Chaffer, Systematic Theology, op. cit., Vol. II]. In this area, I noted the following items, in various degrees of HERESY and/or ERROR.

A. WESTCOTT TAUGHT THAT MEN COULD BE "DIVINE" IN SOME WAY. He wrote:

- (John 17:22) Viewed from another point of sight it is the revelation of the DIVINE IN MAN realized in and through Christ. (W-John, op. cit., p. 246). (1 John 2:18)...while the lie of Antichrist was to teach 'that MAN IS DIVINE APART FROM GOD IN CHRIST. (W-1-3 John, op. cit., p. 70).
- The clear teaching of Westcott in both of these places is that either "MAN IS DIVINE" when it's the action of "GOD IN CHRIST," or else there is a "DIVINE IN MAN." This is pure HERESY! The Bible speaks of the believer partaking of the "DIVINE NATURE" (2 Peter 1:4), but this is a far cry from making man in any sense "DIVINE"!! The use of the word "DIVINE" by Westcott is important as he uses this same word to describe the "DIVINITY" of Christ later. He evidently means that Christ was no more "DIVINE" than man can become, or else that man can become as "DIVINE" as Christ was!

B. WESTCOTT ESPOUSED "EVOLUTION" IN VARIOUS WAYS. He wrote:

- (Hebrews 1:2) The universe may be regarded either in its actual constitution as a whole .... or as an order which exists through time DEVELOPED IN SUCCESSIVE STAGES. There are obvious reasons why the LATTER MODE of representation should be adopted here. (W-Hebrews, op. cit., p. 8)
- Here is a denial of the IMMEDIATE creation by God of the entire universe and a HERETICAL teaching of the "DEVELOPMENT" of the universe "IN SUCCESSIVE STAGES."
- (Hebrews 7:10) Each man is at once an individual of a race and a new power in the EVOLUTION OF THE RACE. (W-Hebrews, op. cit., p. 179).
- Again, Westcott's preference for Darwinianism HERESY in the form of EVOLUTION is in evidence.

C. WESTCOTT HAD A HERETICAL THEORY OF MAN'S SINFULNESS AND DEPRAVITY, BELIEVING IN MAN'S PERFECTABILATY IN VARIOUS WAYS.

- 1. Westcott thought "CHRISTIANS" Are In A "TRUE SENSE 'CHRISTS.' " He wrote:
  - (1 John 2:20) "CHRISTIANS" are themselves IN A TRUE SENSE "CHRISTS," anointed ones .... (W-1-3 John op. tit., p. 73).
• Let this be remembered when Westcott deals with Jesus Christ! This is HERESY!! What confusion is wrought by Westcott in this statement! It DEMEANS the Lord Jesus Christ and His exalted position, and it WRONGLY EXALTS sinners saved by God's grace into a plain that they do not now merit. One day, we shall be "like Him," but not while we're on this earth.

2. Westcott Believed In The HERESY That "MAN" In General Is, By Possessing A "SPIRIT," "UNITED TO HEAVEN." He wrote:

  ○ (John 3:6) (flesh...spirit) The words describe the characteristic principles of two orders. They are not related to one another as EVIL and GOOD; but as the two spheres of being with which MAN is connected. By the "SPIRIT" OUR COMPLEX NATURE IS UNITED TO HEAVEN, by the "flesh" to earth. (W-John, op. cit., p. 50).

• Westcott does not say BELIEVERS are, by their spirit, "UNITED TO HEAVEN," but clearly states it is "MAN" in general by "OUR COMPLEX NATURE." This HERESY takes a wrong view of man's anthropology and his sinful nature, and, in effect, is UNIVERSALISM, because if a man is "UNITED TO HEAVEN" already, what else need he do to be SAVED and go to heaven?!!

3. Westcott Makes Other HERETICAL Statements About Man's Perfectability and Goodness As Well. He wrote:

  ○ (Hebrews 2:7-8a) In spite of his frailty MAN RECOGNIZES HIS DIVINE AFFINITY. (W-Hebrews, op. cit., p. 43).

• Man is totally DEPRAVED and has NO "DIVINE AFFINITY" whatsoever before he is saved!!

  ○ (Hebrews 2:8) For man, as he is, STILL RETAINS THE LINEAMENTS OF THE DIVINE IMAGE in which he was made. He is STILL ABLE TO PRONOUNCE AN AUTHORITATIVE MORAL JUDGMENT: he is still able to recognize that which corresponds with the NATURE OF GOD. (W-Hebrews, op. cit., p. 60).

• Through the Fall of man, he is TOTALLY DEPRAVED, and has, in himself, apart from Divine Grace through Faith in the Lord Jesus Christ and salvation which this brings, none of these things predicated of him by Westcott!

  ○ (Hebrews 5:7) We can indeed form no clear conception of "IMMORTAL," "INCORRUPTIBLE" flesh; but the phrase represents to us the continuance under new conditions of all that belongs to the PERFECTION OF OUR NATURE. (W-Hebrews, op. cit., p. 125).

• We have no "PERFECTION OF OUR NATURE," and certainly we are not, outside of our resurrected, glorified bodies, either "IMMORTAL" or "INCORRUPTIBLE."

  ○ (1 John 3:23) Thus in the three cases the Sonship of Jesus Christ is regarded in relation to God as the Father, to God as God, and to God as perfectly satisfying the DIVINE IDEAL WHICH MAN IS ABLE TO FORM. (W-1-3 John, op. cit., p. 136).
Again, "MAN" in himself is NOT ABLE to "FORM" the "DIVINE IDEAL"! This is HERESY!

D. HORT HELD A HERETICAL VIEW OF MAN'S PSYCHOLOGY, DISBELIEVING THE TEACHING OF 1 THESSALONIANS 5:23, AND TAKING "SOUL" TO MEAN MERELY "LIFE."

1. Hort Spurned The TRUTH Of Man's Psychological Make-Up As Clearly Taught in 1 Thessalonians 5:23. He wrote:
   ○ (1 Peter 2:11) It is by this time sufficiently recognized that the modern religious sense of the term "SOUL," as the HIGHEST ELEMENT IN MAN, IS FOUNDED ON A MISUNDERSTANDING OF THE N.T .... and it is DANGEROUS TO BUILD AN ABSOLUTE PSYCHOLOGY ON SUCH PASSAGES AS 1 Thess. v. 23. (H-1 Peter, op. cat., p. 134).
2. Hort Confused "SOUL" With Mere "LIFE," Thus Taking The "SOUL" As, In Reality, Part Of The MATERIAL Part Of Man Rather Than The IMMATERIAL! He wrote:
   ○ (1 Peter 1:5) "salvation of souls"...In these and similar phrases we must beware of importing into "soteria" the modern associations connected with the RELIGIOUS USE OF THE WORD "SOUL." The "SOUL" in the Bible IS SIMPLY THE LIFE and "TO SAVE A SOUL" is the OPPOSITE OF "TO KILL" ...(H-1 Peter, op. cat., pp. 38-39).
3. This is completely FALSE and ERRONEOUS and HERETICAL view of the "SOUL" in the Bible! "He that winneth SOULS is wise" certainly does NOT mean, he that "doesn't KILL PEOPLE is wise"!
   ○ (1 Peter 1:9) (salvation of souls) Here again, as I had occasion to say of v. 5, we have to be on our guard against interpreting the language of Scripture by the sharp limitations of modern usage. Salvation is deliverance from dangers and enemies and above all from death and destruction. The SOUL is NOT A PARTICULAR ELEMENT OR FACULTY OF OUR NATURE, BUT ITS VERY LIFE (Cf. WESTCOTT of John xii. 25).
4. 1 Thessalonians 5:23 clearly says that the "SOUL" as well as the "SPIRIT" and the "BODY" are "PARTICULAR ELEMENTS OR FACULTIES OF OUR NATURES" and that's good enough for me!!
HERESIES IN SATANOLOGY

In this general division of DEMONOLOGY or SATANOLOGY, there is usually taken up the teachings on Satan and his demons, and so on [Cf. Chafer, Systematic Theology, Vol. II]. In this area, I noted the following items, in various degrees of HERESY and/or ERROR.

A. WESTCOTT FAILED TO AFFIRM THE PERSONALITY OF THE DEVIL, CALLING HIM ONLY A "POWER." He wrote:

- (1 John 3:8) From the very beginning we see A POWER in action hostile to God. Between these two, as between fight and darkness, there can be no middle term. (W-1-3 John, op. cat., p. 106).
- Westcott was commenting on the "devil" and called him a mere "POWER." This is a sad HERESY!

B. HORT LIKewise refused to affirm the personality of satan, calling him merely "the power of evil." He wrote:

- (Revelation 2:13) ("the throne of Satan"). .but the visible supremacy of the POWER OF EVIL, inspiring to evil. (H-Revelation, op. cat., p. 27).
- Satan and the Devil is more than a mere "POWER" as Westcott and Hort both heretically refer to him as The Lord Jesus Christ, in the context of John 8:44, clearly spoke of the Devil and Satan as a PERSON, and so did Paul and the rest of the New Testament writers!

CHAPTER VI

HERESIES IN ECCLESIOLOGY

In this general division of ECCLESIOLOGY, there is usually taken up the teachings on the church universal and the local church, with its ordinances, and so on [Cf. Chafer, Systematic Theology, Vol. IV]. I noted, in this area, the following items, in various degrees of HERESY and/or ERROR.

A. WESTCOTT CONFUSES THE "BODY" OF CHRIST AS THE BODY OF BELIEVERS WITH CHRIST'S LITERAL "BODY" WHILE ON EARTH. He wrote:

- (Hebrews 9:11) Under one aspect these are represented by the union of the redeemed and perfected hosts made one IN CHRIST AS HIS BODY. Through this
GLORIFIED CHURCH answering to the COMPLETE HUMANITY WHICH CHRIST ASSUMED, God is made known and in and through this each believer comes nigh to God. IN THIS BODY, as a spiritual Temple, CHRIST MINISTERS. (W-Hebrews, op. cit., p. 258).

- There is not a clear enough distinction between the "BODY OF CHRIST" as the TRUE CHURCH, or group of saved, born-again believers in Christ, and between the "LITERAL BODY OF CHRIST" which He had on earth, and now has in his glorified state in heaven! It tends to DE-EMPHASIZE the truth that we have in the glory, the "MAN, CHRIST JESUS" (1 Timothy 2:5), Who has a BODY which was BODILY RESURRECTED from the dead!! It is a very confusing and erroneous doctrine of religious apostates today to stress the "BODY OF CHRIST" meaning their heretical religious groups of adherents, and by so much, DENY that Jesus Christ was BODILY RAISED FROM THE DEAD, and that He is BODILY NOW APPEARING IN THE PRESENCE OF GOD THE FATHER for the believers in Him!

B. WESTCOTT BELIEVED THE HERESY THAT THE CHURCH ORDINANCE OF WATER BAPTISM WAS "THE CONDITION OF REGENERATION." He wrote:

- (1 John 5:6...and by His Baptism Christ fulfilled for the humanity which He took to Himself, though not for Himself, THE CONDITION OF REGENERATION. (W-1-3 John, op. cit., p. 181).
- This is more HERESY. Since when is "WATER BAPTISM" the "CONDITION OF REGENERATION"?! It is by the grace of God, through personal FAITH in the Lord Jesus Christ; that is the ONLY condition of regeneration known in Scripture! (Ephesians 2:8-10).

CHAPTER VII

HERESIES IN PNEUMATOLOGY

In this general division of PNEUMATOLOGY, there is usually taken up the teachings about God the Holy Spirit, including His Person, His Works, His Deity, and so on [Cf. Chafer, Systematic Theology, Vol. VI]. In this area, I noted the following items, in various degrees of HERESY and/or ERROR.

A. WESTCOTT HAD A FALSE VIEW OF CHRIST'S REALIZATION OF "THE SPIRIT" WITHIN HIM BEGINNING ONLY AT HIS BAPTISM. He wrote:
(John 1:33-34) At the same time we cannot but believe (so far as we realize the perfect humanity of Christ) that Christ at this CRISIS FIRST BECAME CONSCIOUS AS MAN OF A POWER OF THE SPIRIT WITHIN HIM corresponding to the new form of His work. (W-John, op. cit., p. 23).

- There is not a syllable of Scriptural proof for this HERETICAL statement! There is no reason whatsoever for assuming anything but that from the very moment of the Lord Jesus Christ's conscious awareness as the God-Man, He was fully aware of the power of God the Holy Spirit within Him! In Luke 2:49b, the Lord Jesus -- FULLY CONSCIOUS of Who He was and of God the Holy Spirit's POWER within Him -- told his mother: "...wist ye not that I must be about my Father's business?"

B. WESTCOTT FAILED TO REALIZE THAT GOD THE HOLY SPIRIT DWELLED WITHIN THE BELIEVER, DESPITE THE CLEAR CONTEXT POINTING TO THIS MEANING. He wrote:

- (1 John 4:4) he that is in you, that is in the CHRISTIAN SOCIETY .... The Divine Person is UNDEFINED. We think naturally of God in Christ. (W1-3 John, op. cit., p. 144).
- There should be no question but that the reference is to God the Holy Spirit, since the context of 1 John 4:1-4, there is repeated reference to various "spirits." The Greek relative pronoun ho ["who or which"], is in the neuter, and is used in the context several times, referring to the word in Greek "spirit" which is also a neuter word. God the Holy Spirit would be the reference as in I Cor. 6:19-20.

C. HORT MISTOOK A REFERENCE TO GOD THE HOLY SPIRIT FOR MERELY "A HOLY SPIRIT." He wrote:

- (1 Peter 1:12) (by a holy spirit sent from heaven)...(H-1 Peter, op. cit., p. 60).
- This clearly is a reference to "THE" HOLY SPIRIT, and NOT "A" HOLY SPIRIT!! Hort, in the context of his explanation, makes clear that this is NOT a reference to God the Holy Spirit, but to some human spirits. This is an error.

CHAPTER VIII

HERESIES IN ESCHATOLOGY

In this general division of ESCHATOLOGY, there is usually taken up the teachings on prophecy, judgments, the eternal state, and so on [Cf. Chafer, Systematic Theology, Vol. IV]. In this area, I noted the following items, in various degrees of HERESY and/or ERROR.
A. WESTCOTT AND HORT HELD TO VARIOUS HERESIES CONCERNING ETERNAL LIFE, HEAVEN, AND THE ETERNAL STATE.

1. "HEAVEN" Denied As A "Place," But Only Spoken Of As A "STATE." Westcott wrote:
   ○ (John 1:18) The "bosom of the Father" (LIKE HEAVEN) IS A STATE AND NOT A PLACE. (W-John, op. cit., p. 15)

   This is HERESY, and the very opposite of the Lord Jesus Christ's clear teachings in John 14:1-3 where He speaks of going to prepare a "PLACE" for us!!

2. "HEAVEN" Called The "REGION OF ABSOLUTE AND ETERNAL TRUTH." Westcott wrote:
   ○ (John 3:13) hath ascended up (gone up) to heaven ... No man hath RISEN INTO THE REGION OF ABSOLUTE AND ETERNAL TRUTH, so as to look upon it face to face, and in the possession of that knowledge declare it to men;...(W-John, op. cit., p. 53).

   Again, this is spiritualization of HEAVEN, and is heretical!

3. "HEAVEN" Is Made To Be Devoid Of Any "LOCAL LIMITATION," But Only SYMBOLICAL Of That Which Is "SPIRITUAL." Westcott wrote:
   ○ (John 14:2) (In my Father's house)...so it is to be conceived of the heavenly, so far as earthly figures can SYMBOLIZE that which is spiritual .... But it is impossible to define further what is thus SHADOWED OUT. HEAVEN is where God is seen as our Father. We dare NOT ADD ANY LOCAL LIMITATION, even in thought, to this final conception. (W-John, op. cit., p. 200).

   Again, this is HERESY! Heaven IS a PREPARED "PLACE" as John 14:1-3 clearly states!

4. "HEAVEN" Seen As The "HOPE" Of "ASSIMILATION OF THE BELIEVER TO HIS LORD." Westcott wrote:
   ○ (1 John 3:3) And every one that hath this hope in Him. The practical conclusion from the great Christian HOPE OF THE ASSIMILATION OF THE BELIEVER TO HIS LORD is given as a coordinate thought... (W-l-3 John, op. cit., p. 100).

   This is more heresy! The Christian will never be "ASSIMILATED .... TO HIS LORD" in the sense of becoming "GOD" or even part of God! The Christian who is saved, on the other hand, will be made "LIKE CHRIST" and be "conformed to the image of His Son"!! The "ASSIMILATION" concept is like Nirvana or something else, and is NOT Biblical!

5. "HEAVEN" Again Seen As "FIGURATIVE ONLY" Regarding Any "LOCAL LANGUAGE." Hort wrote:
   ○ (1 Peter 1:5) (reserved in heaven) It is hardly necessary to say that this WHOLE LOCAL LANGUAGE IS FIGURATIVE ONLY:... (H-1 Peter, op. cit., p. 37).

   More Hortian HERESY!
B. WESTCOTT HOLDS A FALSE VIEW OF "ETERNAL LIFE," SEEING IT AS PRESENT ONLY, AND NOT GOING ON INTO THE FUTURE ETERNITY. He wrote:

○ (John 5:24) (hath eternal life) He who knows the Gospel and knows that the Gospel is true cannot but have life. ETERNAL LIFE IS NOT FUTURE BUT PRESENT .... (W-John, op cit., p. 87)
  • The truth is that ETERNAL LIFE is both PRESENT for the believer and FUTURE as well!!

○ (1 John 3:14) "to enter into life"...in this largest sense 'life'. .. is the fulfillment of the HIGHEST IDEA OF BEING: PERFECT TRUTH IN PERFECT ACTION. (W-1-3 John, op. cit., p. 112).
  • This also is HERESY!

○ (1 John 5:20) Eternal life is the NEVER-ENDING EFFORT AFTER THIS KNOWLEDGE OF GOD. (W-1-3 John, op. cit., p. 196). (1 John 5:20) The 'LIFE ETERNAL' IS ESSENTIALLY PRESENT, so far as it is the potential fulfillment of the idea of humanity... (W-1-3 John, op. cit., p. 217).
  • MORE HERESY!! Eternal life is the never-ending bliss of those who believe on the Lord Jesus Christ as their Savior which begins upon that faith, and never ends throughout all eternity future!

C. HORT SPIRITUALIZES THE "SECOND DEATH" OR "HELL" INTO A "COMBINATION OF THE DELUGE AND SODOM." Hort wrote:

○ (Revelation 2:11) (the second death) Then as to the order of promises, the SECOND DEATH stands between the Garden of Eden and the Manna. It might thus be EITHER THE DELUGE, as Bishop Temple implies, well called the SECOND DEATH in contrast to the expulsion from the Garden. It probably is a COMBINATION OF THE DELUGE AND SODOM, the Waterflood and the Fire-Flood. (H-Revelation, op. cit., p. 27).
  • This is false in the extreme, and constitutes a spiritualization of HELL and the LAKE OF FIRE which is the "SECOND DEATH" in Scripture!

D. WESTCOTT TAUGHT THE HERESY OF THE POSTMILLENNIAL RETURN OF JESUS CHRIST. He wrote:

○ (Hebrews 10: 13) The RETURN OF CHRIST appears to be placed AFTER THE CONQUEST OF HIS ENEMIES. Compare 1 Cor. 15:22 ff. (W-Hebrews, op. cit., p. 315).
  • How about the "RAPTURE" of the living believers BEFORE the Tribulation?! The Bible teaches clearly a PRE-MILLENNIAL coming of the Lord Jesus Christ, and NOT a POSTMILLENNIAL return!
E. HORT DENIES THE LITERAL SECOND COMING OR "REVELATION" OF THE LORD JESUS CHRIST. He wrote:

- (1 Peter 1:7) (at the revelation of Jesus Christ) There is nothing in either this passage or others on the same subject, apart from the FIGURATIVE LANGUAGE OF THESS., to show that the REVELATION here spoken of is to be LIMITED TO A SUDDEN PRETERNATURAL THEOPHANY. IT MAY BE A LONG AND VARYING PROCESS, though ending in a climax. (H-1 Peter, pp. 44-45).

- Thessalonians does NOT have "FIGURATIVE LANGUAGE" when speaking of the second coming of the Lord Jesus Christ. The "REVELATION" or "unveiling" of Christ will be SUDDEN, and NOT a "PROCESS." This is HERETICAL!

CHAPTER IX

HERESIES IN SOTERIOLOGY

In this general division of SOTERIOLOGY, there is usually taken up the subjects of the doctrines about salvation, and similar topics [cf. Chafer, Systematic Theology, Vol. III]. In this area, I noted the following items, in various degrees of HERESY and/or ERROR.

A. WESTCOTT HOLDS TO THE HERESY THAT THE "REDEMPTIVE EFFICACY OF CHRIST'S WORK" WAS TO BE FOUND "IN HIS WHOLE LIFE," RATHER THAN IN HIS DEATH! He wrote:

- (John 1:29) (which taketh away the sin of the world) The parallel passage in the Epistle (l.c.) shews that the REDEMPTIVE EFFICACY OF CHRIST'S WORK is to be found IN HIS WHOLE LIFE (He was manifested) crowned by His Death. (W-John, op. cit., p. 20)

- The Bible is silent as to "HIS WHOLE LIFE" as forming any basis whatever for "THE REDEMPTIVE EFFICACY OF CHRIST'S WORK." It was as the "LAMB OF GOD" that He could "take away the sin of the world" (John 1:29), and this "LAMB" was crucified and shed His precious blood (1 Peter 1:18-19) as the atonement and sacrifice for the sins of the whole world! "Without the shedding of blood is no remission" (Hebrews 9:22). To say that Christ's "WHOLE LIFE" had anything to do with the "REDEMPTIVE EFFICACY OF CHRIST'S WORK" is to partake of the HERESY of modernistic religious APOSTASY!
B. WESTCOTT MAKES A SERIES OF STATEMENTS THAT TEACH THE HERESY OF "UNIVERSALISM" IN SALVATION, EITHER CLEARLY, OR BY IMPLICATION. He wrote:

- (John 3:12) Such was the full revelation of the Son, involving the redemption of the WORLD and the REUNION OF MAN WITH GOD, which is indicated in the three following verses. (W-John, op. cit., p. 52).
- This seems to teach that "MAN" as such, including ALL MEN is "REUNITED WITH GOD" automatically! This is UNIVERSALISM!
  - (John 10:16) (bring) This could only be by His death, WHICH RE-UNITES MAN WITH GOD...(W-John, op. cit., p. 155).
- Again, this is the HERESY of UNIVERSALISM!
  - (Hebrews 2:8-9) The fruit of His work is UNIVERSAL. (W-Hebrews, op. cit., p. 44)
- Again, here is a possible reference to the false HERESY of UNIVERSALISM! This could imply that ALL MEN ARE SAVED because of the "fruit of His work," and this is FALSE!
  - (Hebrews 2:9) The glory which followed the death marked its UNIVERSAL EFFICACY. Thus Christ was made lower than angels that He might accomplish this COMPLETE REDEMPTION. (W-Hebrews, op. cit., p. 46)
- This could imply that EVERYONE IS REDEEMED AUTOMATICALLY, which is UNIVERSALISM!
  - (1 John 1:1) That which we understand by the eternal purpose of God (Eph. i.4), the relation of the Father to the Son (John xvii.5), THE ACCEPTANCE OF MAN IN THE BELOVED (Eph. i.6), was already .... (W-1-3 John, op. tit., p. 4).
- This is pure HERESY and is UNIVERSALISM! "MAN" as such, is NOT "ACCEPTED IN THE BELOVED," but only those who are born-again by faith in Christ!
  - (1 John 1:2) "Additional Note On i. 2. THE FATHERHOOD OF GOD." The idea of the DIVINE FATHERHOOD, answering to that of human sonship and childhood (see Additional Note on iii. 1), occupies an important place in the writings of St. John. (W-1-3 John, op. cit., p. 27).
- This certainly sounds like the HERESY of the UNIVERSAL FATHERHOOD OF GOD, and the UNIVERSAL BROTHERHOOD OF MAN!
  - (1 John 1:7)...in Him ALL MEN FIND THEIR TRUE LIFE. (W-1-3 John, op. cit., p. 35).
- This could imply that "ALL MEN" find "ETERNAL LIFE" in Christ, which is false and is HERETICAL. Only those who have FAITH in Christ find "ETERNAL LIFE."
(1 John 2:2) Christ's ADVOCACY OF MAN is addressed to God in that relation of FATHERHOOD which has been fully revealed in the Son who has taken manhood to Himself. (W-1-3 John, op. cit., p. 43).

- But Christ was NOT the "ADVOCATE" of "MAN" as such -- including ALL MANKIND!! He is only the "ADVOCATE" for the believer! Nor is EVERY MAN the partaker of God's "FATHERHOOD," but only the believer in Christ!

(1 John 2:12) FORGIVENESS IS GRANTED TO MEN because Christ is indeed what He is revealed to be and what His 'name' expresses. (W-1-3 John, op. cit., p. 59).

- This again is the HERESY of UNIVERSALISM! "FORGIVENESS" is NOT "GRANTED TO MEN" of all sorts and of all kinds UNIVERSALLY, but only to those who believe in Christ as their Savior!

(1 John 2:18) The teaching of Antichrist leaves God and the world still ununited. The proclamation of the UNION is the MESSAGE OF THE GOSPEL. (W-1-3 John, op. cit., p. 70).

- The "MESSAGE OF THE GOSPEL" is NOT that there is now a "UNION" of "THE WORLD" with "God." There is only a "UNION" between God and the believer in Christ!

(1 John 4:2-3) The Incarnate Savior is the PLEDGE OF THE COMPLETE REDEMPTION AND PERFECTION OF MAN .... (W-1-3 John, op. cit. p. 140).

- The way this reads, the mere "INCARNATION" of Christ guarantees automatically the "COMPLETE REDEMPTION AND PERFECTION OF MAN," which is HERESY and UNIVERSALISM!

All of these above quotations tend to show very clearly that Westcott was a believer in the HERESY of UNIVERSALISM in the area of salvation and redemption, thus believing that ALL MEN, whether they trust Christ as Savior or not, are SAVED and REDEEMED, and therefore possessors of ETERNAL LIFE, and FORGIVENESS OF SINS, and therefore are going to HEAVEN. Nothing could be farther from the truth!!

C. WESTCOTT HAS AN ERRONEOUS VIEW OF "ETERNAL LIFE."

1. He Thought A Christian Never "IS" But Was "ALWAYS ... BECOMING."

   Westcott wrote:

   - This would mean that salvation was not a once-for-all transaction as in the new birth of John 3, but merely a PROCESS! This is HERESY! When a person is born again by simple faith in Jesus Christ as Savior, he is a "CHRISTIAN" and can never be any more a "CHRISTIAN" than when he was first BORN a CHRISTIAN! He can GROW in the ways of the Christian faith, but he is not any less a CHRISTIAN any more than your child is any less your child, whether at the moment of his birth, or at the moment of his
Death!!

2. He Had A False And Phony Conception Of "ETERNAL LIFE." Westcott wrote:

- (1 John 3:14) 'To enter into life'...In this largest sense 'life' ... is the fulfillment of the HIGHEST IDEA OF BEING: PERFECT TRUTH IN PERFECT ACTION. (W-1-3-John, op. cit. p. 112).
- This simply is FALSE and foreign to the clear teachings of the Bible!!

- (1 John 5:20) ETERNAL LIFE is the NEVER-ENDING EFFORT AFTER THIS KNOWLEDGE OF GOD. (W-l-3 John, op. cit., p. 196).
- This is pure HERESY! "ETERNAL LIFE" is under NO circumstances an "EFFORT" on the part of man! It is, on the contrary, the result of unmerited favor and grace of God through a man's personal faith in Christ!

- (1 John 5:20) The 'LIFE ETERNAL' is ESSENTIALLY PRESENT, so far as it is the potential fulfillment of the idea of humanity...(W-l-3 John, op. cit., p. 217).
- WRONG! So far as being "present," it is present, but the "ESSENTIAL" nature of it is unending and eternal, and hence FUTURE as well! BOTH "PRESENT" and "FUTURE" are present for the believer in Christ who possesses eternal life.

CHAPTER X

HERESIES IN CHRISTOLOGY

In this general division of CHISTOLOGY, there is usually taken up the subjects of the Person and Work of Christ, and similar topics [cf. Chafer, Systematic Theology, Vol. V] . Under this area, I noted the following items, in various degrees of HERESY and/or ERROR. This is the most extensive area of HERESY on the part of WESTCOTT and HORT, and is also the most IMPORTANT area of HERESY, since it relates both to the PERSON and to the WORK of the Lord Jesus Christ.

A. The Heresies Of Westcott And Hort On The Person Of The Lord Jesus Christ

1. The Elimination Of Or The Denial Of The Eternal Pre-Existence Of The Lord Jesus Christ

   a. Westcott Objects To The "PRE-EXISTENCE" Of Christ In John 1:1
   b. Westcott Denies Christ's "PRE-EXISTENCE" In John 1:15
   c. Westcott Merely Said That The Words Of John 17:24 "IMPLY" The "PRE-EXISTENCE" Of Christ, Rather Than CLEARLY TEACH This
   d. Westcott With His Questioning Of The "PRE-EXISTENCE" Of Christ Calls A
"STRANGE OPINION" The Thought That "MELCHIZEDEK" Was A "CHRISTOPHANY"

• 2. The Questioning Of The OMNISCIENCE Of The Lord Jesus Christ

3. Westcott Questions The OMNIPRESENCE Of The Lord Jesus Christ, Making Only "THE SPIRIT" Fulfilling This Role

4. Westcott And Hort Deny Or Question The DEITY Of The Lord Jesus Christ

a. Westcott Said The "WORD" Was "DISTINCT FROM 'GOD','" And Only "ESSENTIALLY 'GOD,'" But Not "GOD" Actually
b. Westcott Falsely Interprets "ALL THE FULNESS OF THE GODHEAD BODILY" Merely To Mean The "SUM OF THE DIVINE ATTRIBUTES"
c. Westcott Falsely Interprets "MAKING HIMSELF EQUAL WITH GOD" To Mean Merely Placing "HIS ACTION ON THE SAME LEVEL WITH THE ACTION OF GOD"
d. Westcott Falsely Stated Christ Was Only "IN ABSOLUTE UNION WITH GOD" Rather Than Actually "BEING GOD"
e. Westcott Denied That The Lord Jesus Christ And God The Father Could Be "EQUAL IN POWER," Hence Denied Thereby The DEITY Of Christ
f. Westcott, By Saying Jesus Was Only "ONE WITH GOD," Denied That He Was "GOD" Himself
g. Westcott Spoke Of The "SPECIAL RELATION" In Which "CHRIST STOOD TO GOD" For Martha, Thus Denying That CHRIST Was In Effect "GOD" Himself
h. Westcott Denies That "THY THRONE, O GOD" In Hebrews 2:8 Refers To Christ's DEITY Or That This Is Even The Proper Translation
i. Hort Denies That "LORD" In I Peter 1:3 Refers To The DEITY Of Christ. But Merely Means "TEACHER"
j. Hort Shows That He Does Not Consider The Lord Jesus Christ As "GOD" By His Comment On Revelation 1:1
k. Hort Denied That Christ Was "GOD" In Revelation 1:2 As Well
l. Hort Denied That The Lord Jesus Christ Was Spoken Of As "ALPHA AND OMEGA," And "LORD GOD," And "THE ALMIGHTY"
m. Hort Said The "ARIAN MEANING" Referring To Christ As The "FIRST THING CREATED" Just "MIGHT" Be Possible, Thus Denying His DEITY
n. Westcott Sidesteps Thomas's Clear Affirmation That Jesus Christ Was "GOD," And Claims Christ Never Spoke Of Himself Directly As "GOD"

• 5. Westcott Questions Or Denies The Impeccability or SINLESSNESS of the Lord Jesus Christ

a. Westcott Seemed To Imply That The Lord Jesus Christ Had SIN Just Like "EVERY INDIVIDUAL IN THE WHOLE RACE"
b. Westcott Wrongly Thought Christ's "PERFECTION" Was Not Reached "TILL AFTER DEATH," And Therefore Denies His SINLESSNESS
c. Westcott Wrongly Thought That Christ's "PERFECTION" Had To Do With His" EARTHLY DISCIPLINE"
• 6. Hort Holds A Heretical View Of What Is Involved In The Denial Of The Eternal Pre-Existence Christ's MESSIAHSHIP
   ○ a. Hort Falsely Held That Old Testament Prophets Had "CHRISTHOOD" And Had "MESSIAHSHIP"
   ○ b. Hort Emphatically Denied That The "SUFFERINGS DESTINED FOR MESSIAH" Were Fulfilled In The "SUFFERINGS OF CHRIST" When Here On Earth

• 7. Westcott And Hort Are Confused And In Error On The Proper Teaching Of The PERSON And NATURES Of The Lord Jesus Christ
   ○ a. Westcott Denies The "EXPRESS AFFIRMATION" By John That The "WORD" Was "JESUS CHRIST"
   ○ b. Westcott Elevates The Possibilities In A "PERFECT HUMAN LIFE" Of A Regular Human Being, And Then LOWERS The Lord Jesus Christ By Applying This To Him
   ○ c. Westcott Expressed Amazement That Christ's Work Was "CO-ORDINATE WITH" That Of "THE FATHER," Calling It "REMARKABLE"
   ○ d. Westcott Agreed With "ELEMENTS" In Two WILD Interpretations Of Christ's "ASCENDING UP" Both Of Which Violate The True NATURE Of The Lord Jesus Christ
   ○ e. Westcott Denied That "THE SON OF MAN" Was "NECESSARILY IDENTIFIED" With "THE CHRIST" In His Understanding
   ○ f. Westcott Further Splits And DISSECTS The PERSON Of The Lord Jesus Christ Into "JESUS" And "THE CHRIST"
   ○ g. Westcott Wrongly Implied That Christ Prayed To Be Delivered Or Have "VICTORY OVER DEATH" Which Was The "FRUIT OF SIN"
   ○ h. Hort Wrongly Implied That "CHRIST" Was Not "GOD"

• 8. Westcott Is Confused About The Various Names Of The Lord Jesus Christ, Like "LORD," "JESUS" And "CHRIST," Wrongly Dividing The PERSON Of Christ
   ○ a. Westcott Wrongly Refers To The Lord Jesus Christ's "DIVINE PERSONALITY" Rather Than To The GOD-MAN PERSON With The Two Separate Natures In One PERSON
   ○ b. Westcott Uses The NAMES Of The Lord Jesus Christ As A Tool To Divide Up His PERSON Arbitrarily Like The Christian Science People Wrongly Do Today

A. THE HERESIES OF WESTCOTT AND HORT ON THE PERSON OF THE LORD JESUS CHRIST.

• 1. The Elimination Of Or The Denial Of The Eternal Pre-Existence Of The Lord Jesus Christ.
   ○ a. Westcott Objects To The "PRE-EXISTENCE" Of Christ In John 1:1. He wrote:
      ▪ (John 1:1) (In the beginning) The "being" of the Word is thus necessarily carried beyond the limits of time, THOUGH THE PRE-EXISTENCE OF
THE WORD IS NOT DEFINITELY STATED. The simple affirmation of existence in this connexion suggests a loftier conception than that of PRE-EXISTENCE; which is embarrassed by the idea of time .... (W-John, op. cit., p. 2).

○ If the "WORD" was "in the beginning" and with God, and was God, He most certainly would have to be "PRE-EXISTENT." John 1:1 and following clearly teach this!

b. Westcott Denied Christ's "PRE-EXISTENCE" In John 1:15. He wrote:

- (John 1:15 He that cometh after me is preferred before me.) The SUPPOSED REFERENCE TO THE PRE-EXISTENCE OF THE WORD .... SEEMS TO BE INCONSISTENT with the argument which points to a present consequence... (W-John, op. cit., p. 13).

○ Only a "SUPPOSED" reference, says Westcott, to the "PRE-EXISTENCE" of the Word. "For He WAS before me" certainly implies His eternal PRE-EXISTENCE!

c. Westcott Merely Said That The Words of John 17:24 "IMPLY" The "PRE-EXISTENCE" of Christ, Rather Than CLEARLY TEACH This. He wrote:

- (John 17:24 Before the foundation...) The words distinctly IMPLY the PERSONAL PRE-EXISTENCE OF CHRIST. (W-John, op. cit., p. 248)

○ These words do more than "IMPLY" it, they specifically, and definitely TEACH the "PRE-EXISTENCE" of Christ. Otherwise, how could Christ have "glory" and how could the Father love Him "BEFORE THE FOUNDATION OF THE WORLD"?!!

d. Westcott, With His Questioning Of The "PRE-EXISTENCE" Of Christ, Calls A "STRANGE OPINION" The Thought That "MELCHIZEDEK" Was A "CHRISTOPHANY." He wrote:

- (Hebrews 7:1) Two other STRANGE OPINIONS may be noticed. Some orthodox Christians supposed that MELCHIZEDEK WAS AN INCARNATION OF THE SON OF GOD or perhaps simply a CHRISTOPHANY. (W-Hebrews, op. cit., p. 202).

○ This is not so "STRANGE" as Westcott believes. I think that Melchizedek was a THEOPHANY or a CHRISTOPHANY judging from the language both of Genesis and of Hebrews.

• 2. The Questioning Of The OMNISCIENCE Of The Lord Jesus Christ. In various places, Westcott questions or omits completely the OMNISCIENCE of Christ. He wrote:

○ (John 1:42) (Thou art) This is NOT NECESSARILY A PROPHETIC DECLARATION by DIVINE KNOWLEDGE. (W-John, op. cit., p. 25).

• Here is a down-playing of Christ’s OMNISCIENCE.
○ (John 1:48) (when thou wast under the fig tree, I saw thee) ... the Lord shewed His DIVINE INSIGHT into the heart of man. (W-John, op. cit., p. 27).

- This was more than "INSIGHT," it was "OMNISCIENCE."

○ (John 11:11) (his glory) The manifestation of His glory in this "sign" must NOT BE SOUGHT simply in what we call its "MIRACULOUS" element, but in this taken in connexion with the circumstances, as a revelation of the INSIGHT, the sympathy, the sovereignty of the Son of Man .... (W-John, op. cit., p. 39).

- It was more than "INSIGHT," but this "GLORY" was a proof of His OMNISCIENCE, and DEITY.

○ (John 2:24-25) (he knew what was in man) Only on rare occasions does He ask anything, as if all were not absolutely CLEAR BEFORE HIS EYES ... But St John exhibits this attribute of COMPLETE HUMAN KNOWLEDGE most fully .... At other times it appears to be the RESULT OF AN INSIGHT which came from a perfect spiritual sympathy, found in some degree among men .... A careful study of these passages seems to shew beyond doubt that the KNOWLEDGE OF CHRIST .... HAS ITS ANALOGUES IN HUMAN POWERS. His KNOWLEDGE appears to be truly the KNOWLEDGE OF THE Son of Man, and NOT merely the KNOWLEDGE OF THE DIVINE WORD, though at each moment and in each connexion it was, in virtue of His perfect humanity, RELATIVELY COMPLETE. (W-John, op. cit., p. 46).

- This is pure HERESY! Christ's "KNOWLEDGE" was NOT only "RELATIVELY COMPLETE," but He knew EVERYTHING as being OMNISCIENT! His KNOWLEDGE had NO "ANALOGUES IN HUMAN POWERS" at all, but was the result of Deity and the attribute of Deity, namely, OMNISCIENCE!!

○ (John 4:1) (When therefore the Lord knew...) Nothing implies that the KNOWLEDGE of the Lord was SUPERNATURAL (see ii. 24, note). (W-John, op. cit., p. 66)

- Again, here is a denial of His OMNISCIENCE!

3. Westcott Questions The OMNIPRESENCE Of The Lord Jesus Christ, Making Only "THE SPIRIT" Fulfilling This Role. He wrote:

○ (John 14:16) (for ever) Christ's historical PRESENCE WAS ONLY FOR A TIME. His spiritual Presence was "for all the days until the consummation of the age" (Matt. xxviii. 20). THIS PRESENCE WAS FULFILLED THROUGH THE SPIRIT. (W-John, op. cit., p. 205).

- This is incorrect! The Lord Jesus Christ HImself is also OMNIPRESENT, and is here wherever believers are, the same as is God the Father and God the Holy Spirit!!

4. Westcott And Hort Deny Or Question the DEITY Of The Lord Jesus Christ.

○ a. Westcott Said The "WORD" Was "DISTINCT FROM 'GOD,' "And Only "ESSENTIALLY 'GOD,' "But Not "GOD" Actually. He wrote:
(John 1:1) Because the WORD was personally DISTINCT FROM "GOD" and yet ESSENTIALLY "GOD," He could make Him known. (W-John, op. cit., p. 2).

If the Lord Jesus Christ was "DISTINCT FROM 'GOD,'" then He could not have been "GOD." John 1:1 affirms that He "WAS GOD" as the WORD, and yet Westcott wants merely to say that He was "ESSENTIALLY 'GOD'" without being ACTUALLY GOD! This qualifying word, "ESSENTIALLY" should not be used if Westcott wishes to affirm Christ's absolute DEITY! Christ was "GOD" without any qualifications whatsoever, just like the Father was "GOD" and the Holy Spirit was "GOD" and they all ARE and WILL BE "GOD" also into eternity future! Westcott wants to use the term, "GOD" only for the Father. This is HERESY!

(John 1:1) (the Word was God) Thus we are led to conceive that the DIVINE NATURE is ESSENTIALLY IN THE SON .... (W-John, op. cit., p. 3).

It is more than the "DIVINE NATURE" being "ESSENTIALLY IN THE SON," but DEITY was and is ACTUALLY IN THE SON. "ESSENTIALLY" is a limiting word which is not clear and is not needed if Westcott really wishes to affirm Christ's DEITY! More than the "DIVINE NATURE" is in the SON. It is spoken of the believers that they might be "partakers of the DIVINE NATURE" (1 Peter 1:4b), yet it is never spoken of believers that they are DEITY or GOD! This is a weak term, when speaking of Christ.

b. Westcott Falsely Interprets "ALL THE FULNESS OF THE GODHEAD BODILY" Merely To Mean The "SUM OF THE DIVINE ATTRIBUTES." He wrote:

(John 1:16) St Paul says that "all the fulness dwelt" in Christ (i. 19), and more definitely, that "all the FULNESS OF THE GODHEAD dwells in Him,"...Here St Paul's thought is evidently that the WHOLE SUM OF THE DIVINE ATTRIBUTES EXISTS TOGETHER IN CHRIST, and that each Christian in virtue of his fellowship with Him draws from that "fulness" whatever he needs for the accomplishment of his own part in the great life of the Church. (W-John, op. cit., p. 14).

All the "FULNESS OF THE GODHEAD BODILY" by all means MUST mean the clear fact that Jesus Christ was "GOD" and "DEITY"! To say it merely means that He had the "SUM OF THE DIVINE ATTRIBUTES" does not clearly state or imply that He was and is GOD and DEITY! An "ATTRIBUTE" of God is NOT "BEING GOD"!

c. Westcott Falsely Interprets "MAKING HIMSELF EQUAL WITH GOD" To Mean Merely Placing "HIS ACTION ON THE SAME LEVEL WITH THE ACTION OF GOD." He wrote:

(John 5:18) He called God His own Father (Rom. viii. 32) -- His Father in a peculiar sense -- making Himself EQUAL WITH GOD, by PLACING
HIS ACTION ON THE SAME LEVEL WITH THE ACTION OF GOD.
(W-John, op. cit., p. 84).

○ The Lord Jesus claimed to actually be "GOD," and not simply to place "HIS ACTION" on the "SAME LEVEL WITH THE ACTION OF GOD." This falls far short of the true DEITY of Christ, and is not acceptable!

d. Westcott Falsely Stated Christ Was Only "IN ABSOLUTE UNION WITH GOD" Rater Than Actually BEING GOD. He wrote:

- (John 8:28) (that I am, and that I do nothing of myself)...perceive, that is, that my being alike and my action are raised above all that is limited, and in ABSOLUTE UNION WITH GOD. (W-John, op. cit., p. 132).

○ If Christ's actions were "IN ABSOLUTE UNION" with "GOD," then He couldn't be GOD, could He! "GOD" and Christ are different to Westcott, when in reality, Christ is "GOD" and "DEITY" without qualification.

e. Westcott Denied That The Lord Jesus Christ And God The Father Could Be "EQUAL IN POWER," Hence Denied Thereby The DEITY Of Christ. He wrote:

- (John 10:30) (I and my Father are one) It seems clear that the unity here spoken of cannot fall short of unity of essence. The thought springs from the EQUALITY OF POWER (my hand, the Father's hand); but infinite power is an essential ATTRIBUTE OF GOD; and it is IMPOSSIBLE TO SUPPOSE THAT TWO BEINGS DISTINCT IN ESSENCE COULD BE EQUAL IN POWER. (W-John, op. cit., p. 159).

○ Westcott is vague here, but he seems to be saying that there could be no "EQUALITY IN POWER" between God the Father and God the Son. If there is no "EQUALITY IN POWER," there can be no DEITY of Christ, and Christ could not in fact be "GOD."

f. Westcott, By Saying Jesus Was Only "ONE WITH GOD," Denied That He Was "GOD" Himself!! He wrote:

- (John 10:34) (Jesus answered...) This, they argued, was violated if Jesus, truly man, claimed to be ONE WITH GOD. (W-John, op. cit., p. 160).

○ You cannot be "ONE WITH GOD" and be "GOD" also! Thus, Westcott was denying that Jesus Christ was "GOD"!

g. Westcott Spoke Of The "SPECIAL RELATION" In Which 'CHRIST STOOD TO GOD" For Martha, Thus Denying That CHRIST Was In Effect "GOD" Himself. He wrote:

- (John 11:22) (I know) The emphatic repetition of God, at the end of both clauses in the original, serves to bring out, as it were, the SPECIAL RELATION IN WHICH CHRIST STOOD TO GOD in Martha's thoughts. (W-John, op. cit., p. 168).
If "CHRIST" merely "STOOD" in a "SPECIAL RELATION...TO GOD," then He by no means could be considered by Westcott as "GOD" Himself!

h. Westcott Denies That "THY THRONE, O GOD" In Hebrews 1:8 Refers To Christ's DEITY Or That This Is Even The Propor Translation. He wrote:

- *Theos* can be taken as a VOCATIVE in both cases (Thy throne, O God, therefore, O God. Thy God...) or it can be taken as the subject (or the predicate) in the first case (God is Thy throne. or Thy throne is God...), and in opposition to *ho Theos* in the second case (Therefore God, even Thy God...) .... Thus on the whole it seems best to adopt in the first clause the rendering: God is Thy throne (or, Thy throne is God) .... It is commonly supposed that the force of the quotation lies in the DIVINE TITLE (*ho Theos*) which, as it is held, is applied to the SON. It seems however from the whole form of the argument to lie RATHER in the description which is given to the Son's office and endowment. (W-Hebrews, op. cit., pp. 25-26).

What Westcott is saying, in essence, is that the translation of the KJV, "THY THRONE, O GOD," applying as it does, directly to the Lord Jesus Christ -- though perfectly good Greek, and within the rules of Greek syntax, taking "O GOD" in the vocative case -- is rejected completely by him, thus denying that this passage teaches clearly the DEITY of Christ!

i. Hort Denies That "LORD" In 1 Peter 1:3 Refers To The DEITY Of Christ, But Merely Means "TEACHER." He wrote:

- (1 Peter 1:3) Blessed be the God and Father of our LORD Jesus Christ) In all this early usage *kurios* probably represents NOT *Adon*, but the nearly equivalent Aramaic *Mar*, sometimes applied to TEACHERS BY DISCIPLES... (H-1 Peter, op. cit., p. 31).

Thus, Hort re-defines "LORD" (*kurios*) to mean merely "TEACHER" instead of "LORD" and DEITY as a title for the Lord Jesus Christ.

j. Hort Shows That He Does Not Consider The Lord Jesus Christ As "GOD" By His Comment On Revelation 1:1. He wrote:

- (Revelation 1:1) The conception of the book is NOT that the primary Revealer is CHRIST, though by the will or permission of GOD (...); but that the primary Revealer is GOD, Christ being both that which is revealed and the supreme or immediate instrumental Revealer. (H-Revelation, op. cit., p. 5).

Hort here seems to be denying that CHRIST is "GOD" since he refers to Him in terms other than that term. He could have said that It was "GOD THE FATHER" he believed to be the Revealer, rather than "GOD THE SON," and hence preserved the DEITY of the Lord Jesus Christ without question.

k. Hort Denied That Christ Was "GOD" in Revelation 1:2 As Well. He wrote:
• ...(Revelation 1:2)...John's conveyance of the revelation to the churches, just as he had received it from the angel, and the angel from Christ, AND CHRIST FROM GOD. (H-Revelation, op. cit., p. 7)

○ If indeed "CHRIST" received something from "GOD," then Hort did not consider Christ to be Himself "GOD."

1. **Hort Denied That The Lord Jesus Christ Was Spoken Of As "ALPHA AND OMEGA" And "LORD GOD," And "THE ALMIGHTY."** He wrote:

   • (Revelation 1:8) I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the ending, saith the Lord (God), which is, and which was, and which is to come, the Almighty) This verse must stand alone. The SPEAKER CANNOT BE OUR LORD, when we consider 1.4 .... and ALL SCRIPTURAL ANALOGY IS AGAINST THE ATTRIBUTION OF kurios ho Theos with or without pavtokrator TO CHRIST. (H-Revelation, op. cit., p. 13).

○ What Hort is saying is that "LORD GOD" cannot refer to the Lord Jesus Christ, because that would clearly give His DEITY, and Hort does not believe that there are any "SCRIPTURAL ANALOGIES" for this, much less for Christ to be called the "ALMIGHTY"! How about John 20:28, where Thomas declares that Jesus Christ is "MY LORD AND MY GOD"??!! This shows how Hort goes to any length to DENY the DEITY of Christ or to say He is "GOD"! The word in Greek for "GOD" does not even appear in the text of the Received Text on which the KJV is based, but the Westcott and Hort false text does contain the word "GOD" at this point. Even so, Hort REJECTS this affirmation of the Lord Jesus Christ, when it seems so clearly to apply to Him!

m. **Hort Said The "ARIA MEANING" Referring To Christ As The "FIRST THING CREATED" Just "MIGHT" Be Possible, Thus Denying His Deity!** He wrote:

   • (Revelation 3:15) The words MIGHT no doubt bear THE ARIAN MEANING "THE FIRST THING CREATED"'....(H-Revelation, op. cit., p. 36).

○ Hort goes on to say these words "equally well bear" another sense, but the fact remains that Hort could even say these words "MIGHT NO DOUBT BEAR THE ARIAN MEANING" that the Lord Jesus Christ was "THE FIRST THING CREATED," really means that Christ could not have been GOD or DEITY, since He was but a CREATED BEING of God! This is the purest of HERESIES on the Person of Christ!

n. **Westcott Sidesteps Thomas's Clear Affirmation That Jesus Christ Was "GOD," And Claims Christ Never Spoke Of Himself Directly "AS GOD."** He wrote:

   • (John 20:28) And Thomas answered and said unto him, My Lord and MY GOD)...and the words which follow shew that the Lord accepted the declaration of HIS DIVINITY as the TRUE EXPRESSION OF FAITH. HE NEVER SPEAKS OF HIMSELF DIRECTLY AS GOD (comp. v. 18),
but the aim of His revelation was to lead men to SEE GOD IN HIM. (W-John op. cit., p. 297).

Here Thomas had given Christ the most resounding and clear denomination of DEITY and had named Him as "GOD," and yet Westcott lowers the terms merely to "DIVINITY" and then merely said of this lower term [Westcott and other clever modernist apostates have a different meaning of "DIVINITY" than we do of the word "DEITY" of "GOD" and affirm that MAN himself also has "DIVINITY" with variations as to whether this "DIVINITY" is but a little "SPARK" or a full "FLAME" ] that it is a "TRUE EXPRESSION OF FAITH." What about its being a "FACT"?! This he does not say. It reminds me of Bishop Pike (the late Anglican Bishop in America) who said he didn't believe the Creed, but he could SING it, and explain it away thereby! When the Lord Jesus Christ said, "BEFORE ABRAHAM WAS, I AM," the Jews knew He was "SPEAKING OF HIMSELF DIRECTLY AS GOD," and they took up stones to stone Him (John 8:58-59). He said again "I AND MY FATHER ARE ONE," and again the Jews took up stones to stone Him because they understood clearly that He was "MAKING HIMSELF GOD" (John 10:30-33)!! Westcott and Hort both have shown themselves to DENY the full and clear DEITY of Christ and go all around the point to keep from admitting clearly that the Lord Jesus Christ was, is, and ever will be GOD THE ALMIGHTY SON!! What HERESY!!

• 5. Westcott Questions Or Denies The Impeccability Or SINLESSNESS Of The Lord Jesus Christ.
   a. Westcott Seemed To Imply That The Lord Jesus Christ Had SIN Just Like "EVERY INDIVIDUAL IN THE WHOLE RACE." He wrote:

   (John 1:51) ALL that TRULY BELONGS TO HUMANITY, ALL therefore that TRULY BELONGS TO EVERY INDIVIDUAL IN THE WHOLE RACE, BELONGS ALSO TO HIM. (W-John, op. cit., p. 35).

   This statement would indicate that Westcott wrongly thought that SIN also belonged to the Lord Jesus Christ, since SIN "TRULY BELONGS TO EVERY INDIVIDUAL IN THE WHOLE RACE." This is a denial of the IMPECCABILITY and SINLESSNESS of Christ!

   b. Westcott Wrongly Thought Christ's "PERFECTION" Was Not Reached "TILL AFTER DEATH," And Therefore Denies His SINLESSNESS. He wrote:

   (Hebrews 2: 10) The conception of teleiosai is that of bringing Christ to the FULL MORAL PERFECTION OF HIS HUMANITY (cf. Luke xiii. 32), which carries with it the completeness of POWER AND DIGNITY .... This "PERFECTION" WAS NOT REACHED TILL AFTER DEATH:.... (W-Hebrews, op. cit., p. 49).

   If indeed the Lord Jesus Christ did not reach this "PERFECTION" until "AFTER DEATH," this would mean that He was IMPERFECT and therefore SINFUL throughout His earthly life. Such is the gravest of HERESIES! He was PERFECT and SINLESS and IMPECCABLE from the moment of His birth in Bethlehem!
c. Westcott Wrongly Thought That Christ's "PERFECTION" Had to Do With His "EARTHLY DISCIPLINE." He wrote:

- (1 John 3:3) (even as He (Christ) is pure) The result of the PERFECTION OF HIS EARTHLY DISCIPLINE (Heb. v. 7 ff.) still abides in His glorified state. (W-l-3 John, op. cit., p. 101).
  - This appears to base the Lord Jesus Christ's "PERFECTION" upon "HIS EARTHLY DISCIPLINE," which would mean that without this "DISCIPLINE," He would be less that PERFECT. Such is contrary to the Bible, and constitutes a denial of the SINLESSNESS and IMPECCABILITY of the Lord Jesus Christ. He had a PERFECT and SINLESS human nature as well as a PERFECT and SINLESS nature of deity, as the GOD-MAN!

6. Hort Holds A Heretical View Of What Is Involved In Christ's MESSIAHSHIP.
   a. Hort Falsely Held That Old Testament Prophets Had "CHRISTHOOD" And Had "MESSIAHSHIP." He wrote:
      - (1 Peter 1:11) "Touch not mine anointed ones (ton Christon mou) and do my prophets no harm," where the Divine anointing or CHRISTHOOD and prophethood are set in parallelism as kindred attributes of the children of Israel .... The prophet, the people to whom he belongs and to whom he speaks, and the dimly seen Head and King of the people ALL pass insensibly one into the other in the language of prophecy; THEY ALL ARE PARTAKERS OF THE DIVINE ANOINTING, AND THE MESSIAHSHIP WHICH IS CONFERRED BY IT. (H-1 Peter, op. cit., p. 52).
      - If this is true, then the Lord Jesus Christ did not have any unique "MESSIAHSHIP" at all, but was only one in a long line of "MESSIAHS"! This is a false view of the meaning of the Old Testament promised "MESSIAH"!
   b. Hort Emphatically Denied That The "SUFFERINGS DESTINED FOR MESSIAH" Were Fulfilled In The "SUFFERINGS OF CHRIST" When Here On Earth. He wrote:
      - (1 Peter 1:11) (the sufferings destined for Messiah) THIS CANNOT POSSIBLY MEAN THE SUFFERINGS OF CHRIST in our sense of the words, i.e. the sufferings which as a matter of history BEFELL THE HISTORICAL CHRIST...(H-1 Peter, op. cit., p. 54)
      - Here is a complete denial of the accuracy of prophetic utterance, and a misconception of the Word of God and of the sufferings of the Lord Jesus Christ as the MESSIAH! It is a denial of Peter's words as well

7. Westcott And Hort Are Confused And In Error On The Proper Teaching Of The PERSON And NATURES Of The Lord Jesus Christ.
   a. Westcott Denies The "EXPRESS AFFIRMATION" By John That The "WORD" Was "JESUS CHRIST." He wrote:
(John 1:18) He does not EXPRESSLY AFFIRM but ASSUMES the identification of the WORD WITH JESUS CHRIST (v. 17). (W-John, op. cit., p. 16)

- John 1: 14 most CLEARLY and "EXPRESSLY AFFIRMS" that "the WORD became FLESH and DWELT among us, and we beheld His glory, the glory as of the ONLY BEGOTTEN OF THE FATHER." What more EXPRESS AFFIRMATION" could you need?

b. Westcott Elevates The Possibilities In A "PERFECT HUMAN LIFE" Of A Regular Human Being, And Then LOWERS The Lord Jesus Christ By Applying This To Him. He wrote:

- (John 2:2:3) A PERFECT HUMAN LIFE, a life lived, that is, in ABSOLUTE HARMONY WITH THE DIVINE, will therefore in every point reveal to those who have the eyes to see, SOMETHING OF GOD, of His "glory." .. THIS BEING SO, it is clear that all the acts and sufferings of "the SON OF MAN" were essentially revelations of glory .... (W-John, op. cit., p. 46).

- Westcott's view of the true hypostatic union of God and Man in Christ is defective. Here he so exalts the human beings into making it possible to behold their lives and see "SOMETHING OF GOD," on the one hand, and on the other hand, he DEMEANS the Lord Jesus Christ and LOWERS Him, by talking about Him in the same breath with sinful, frail man. He was GOD as well as perfect, sinless, holy MAN in a sense that cannot even be compared with sinful, immoral, fallen man! He had a true humanity, this is true, but He is the INCOMPARABLE CHRIST!

c. Westcott Expressed Amazement That Christ's Work Was "CO-ORDINATE WITH" That Of "THE FATHER," Calling It "REMARKABLE." He wrote:

- (John 5:17) The form of the sentence is REMARKABLE. Christ place HIS WORK AS CO-ORDINATE WITH THAT OF THE FATHER, and NOT as dependent on it. (W-John, op. cit., p. 84).

- Why is it so "REMARKABLE," if, that is, you hold to Christ's absolute DEITY and that He was "VERY GOD OF VERY GOD" who was CO-EQUAL with God the Father and God the Holy Spirit in every attribute, barring none?!!

d. Westcott Agreed With "ELEMENTS" In Two WILD interpretations Of Christ's "ASCENDING UP" Both Of Which Violate The True NATURE Of The Lord Jesus Christ. He wrote:

- (John 6:62) What and if ye shall see the Son of man ASCEND UP where he was before?) This incomplete question ... has been interpreted in TWO very different ways .... According to the FIRST INTERPRETATION the "ASCENDING UP" is the Ascension as the FINAL SPIRITUALIZING OF THE LORD'S PERSON, whereby the offence of the language as to His flesh would be removed by the apprehension of the truth as to His
SPIRITUAL HUMANITY. In the SECOND the "ASCENDING UP" is referred to the "ELEVATION" ON THE CROSS .... EACH OF THESE TWO INTERPRETATIONS APPEARS TO CONTAIN ELEMENTS OF THE FULL MEANING. (W-John, op. cit., p. 109).

- This is pure HERESY from two standpoints: (1) to say that the FIRST INTERPRETATION contains "ELEMENTS OF THE FULL MEANING" is to say that the Lord Jesus Christ's resurrection body was not real or corporeal but SPIRITUALIZED in some way. There was never any "SPIRITUALIZING OF THE LORD'S PERSON"! (2) To say that Christ's "ASCENDING UP refers to the "CROSS" is ridiculous on the face of it! The Lord said "ASCEND UP WHERE HE WAS BEFORE" and He most certainly was NEVER on the "CROSS .... BEFORE"! Here is an obvious desire to escape the literal, physical, bodily ASCENSION of the Lord Jesus Christ into heaven by Westcott, which is HERESY!

e. Westcott Denied That "THE SON OF MAN" Was "NECESSARILY IDENTIFIED" With "THE CHRIST" In His Understanding. He wrote:

- (John 12:34) (who is this Son of man?) The question CLEARLY SHEWS that the TITLE "THE SON OF MAN" WAS NOT NECESSARILY IDENTIFIED WITH "THE CHRIST." (W-John, op. cit., p. 184).

- Here is a clear place especially where the HERESY of Westcott appears in regard to the PERSON and NATURES of the Lord Jesus Christ. He is very fuzzy and double-minded in his treatment of the natures of Christ -- splitting them into various compartments as he does throughout his writings -- but here he comes out and denies that there is an ESSENTIAL and a "NECESSARY IDENTIFICATION" between "THE SON OF MAN" and "THE CHRIST." This separation of "THE SON OF MAN" and "THE CHRIST," as if there are TWO PERSONS represented (like the Christian Scientists) is HERESY! He is one and the Same PERSON!!

f. Westcott Further SPLITS And DISSECTS The PERSON Of The Lord Jesus Christ Into "JESUS" And "THE CHRIST." He wrote:

- (Hebrews 5:5) (So Christ (the Christ) also...) It is NOT said that "JESUS" glorified not Himself, but "THE CHRIST," the appointed Redeemer, glorified not Himself. (W-Hebrews, op. cit., p. 122).

- The Bible knows of no such dissection of the PERSON OF THE Lord Jesus Christ! "JESUS" was every bit the "APPOINTED REDEEMER" as was "THE CHRIST," since they are one and the same PERSON, and cannot be arbitrarily divided up as apostate Westcott and apostate Hort seek to do repeatedly in their books! This is HERESY! Matthew 1:21 says clearly: "And she shall bring forth a son, and thou shalt call His name JESUS: for He shall SAVE HIS PEOPLE FROM THEIR SINS." It was "JESUS" who was to "SAVE" and to "REDEEM," and Westcott has no Biblical grounds whatsoever for this heretical bifurcation of the the anthropic GOD-MAN PERSON of the Lord Jesus Christ!!
g. **Westcott Wrongly Implied That Christ Prayed To Be Delivered Or Have "VICTORY OVER DEATH" Which Was The "FRUIT OF SIN."** He wrote:

- (Hebrews 5:7) The question has been asked for what did Christ pray? ... Perhaps it is BEST TO ANSWER generally, FOR THE VICTORY OVER DEATH THE FRUIT OF SIN. (W-Hebrews, op. cit., p. 126).
- The Lord Jesus Christ ALWAYS had the victory over DEATH, and he didn't have to pray for this! As the ever-living One, the Creator of the universes, He had no problem with DEATH! He was probably praying, on the contrary, to be spared dying in the Garden of Gethsemane rather than at the Cross where He knew He must pay for the sins of the world. But the SAD implication here is that somehow "DEATH also was the fruit of "SIN" which might have been His own! This implication, however slight, should never have been present!

h. **Hort Wrongly Implied That "CHRIST" Was Not "GOD."** Hort wrote, as noted before also:

- (Revelation 1:2)...John's conveyance of the revelation to the churches, just as he had received it from the angel, and the angel from CHRIST, and CHRIST from GOD. (H-Revelation, op. cit., p. 7).
- As we had discussed above (p.25), Hort rejected the idea that the Lord Jesus Christ, first of all, was the prime Revealer of Revelation, and secondly, that Christ was not "GOD," since He got His revelation from "GOD." The use of "GOD THE FATHER," "GOD THE SON," and "GOD THE HOLY SPIRIT" would be much, much clearer, that is, IF Westcott and/or Hort REALLY believed that all Three were really "GOD."

8. **Westcott Is Confused About The Various Names Of The Lord Jesus Christ, Like "LORD," "JESUS" And "CHRIST," Wrongly Dividing The PERSON Of Christ.**

- a. **Westcott Wrongly Refers To The Lord Jesus Christ's "DIVINE PERSONALITY" Rather Than To The GOD-MAN PERSON With The Two Separate Natures In One PERSON.** He wrote:
  - (Hebrews 1:4) (being made a little lower than the angels) They also rightly point out that genomenos is used of the LORD's Human Nature and NOT OF HIS DIVINE PERSONALITY:...(W-Hebrews, op. cit., p. 17).
  - First, I don't know what Westcott means by "DIVINE," since he uses this to apply to human beings such as we are, and not exclusively to DEITY or to GOD! This is, in and of itself a weak expression. Second, the Lord Jesus Christ did NOT have a "DIVINE PERSONALITY"! He had a HUMAN NATURE and He had a NATURE OF DEITY or a GOD-NATURE or, in Westcott's words (defining them as equal to DEITY and GOD), He had a DIVINE NATURE. He had but ONE PERSON, and that one PERSON was the combination of DEITY and HUMANITY, of GOD and MAN, of theos and anthropos. To use the word "PERSONALITY" which sounds like "PERSON" when what might be meant would be "NATURE" is confusing in the extreme. Third, since there was a HYPOSTATIC UNION of the GOD-MAN natures into ONE PERSON, what
happened to the ONE nature, happened to the other nature from the standpoint of "being made a little lower than the angels." The PERSON is ONE. This temporary state, pending His resurrection, when He ascended far up above all principality and powers and higher than the angels, was a state, by virtue of the Incarnation, of the entire GOD-MAN PERSON of the Lord Jesus Christ.

b. **Westcott Uses The NAMES Of The Lord Jesus Christ As A Tool To Divide Up His PERSON Arbitrarily Like The Christian Science People Wrongly Do Today!** He wrote:

- Speaking (Hebrews 1:4) generally we may say that Jesus directs our thoughts to His HUMAN NATURE, Christ to His Work as the Fulfiller of the old Dispensation, Son to His DIVINE NATURE, Lord itself to His sovereignty over the Church. 1. Of these Names that which is distinctive of the Epistle is the HUMAN NAME, JESUS. (W-Hebrews, op. cit., p. 33).
  - There is no warrant from Scripture whatsoever to speak of "JESUS" as being the Lord Jesus Christ's "HUMAN NAME." He is ever and always the GOD-MAN! He is DEITY combined (but not confused) with HUMANITY! Regardless of his many TITLES or NAMES, they each and every one of them carry with them His full credentials as both DEITY and HUMANITY! This is true whether the name is "LORD," or "JESUS," or "CHRIST," or "SON OF MAN," or "SON OF GOD," or "ALPHA," or "OMEGA," or "THE LILY OF THE VALLEY," or any of the scores of other names given to the Savior in the Bible! Matthew 1:21, I remind you, spoke of the name "JESUS" because He would "SAVE HIS PEOPLE FROM THEIR SINS"! There is nothing more depicting DEITY or GOD Himself than "SAVING PEOPLE FROM SINS"! In fact, none but God could accomplish such a feat! This is no more a HUMAN name of the Lord Jesus Christ than any other of His Names. Westcott seems to demean the Savior throughout his writings consulted by being able to use "JESUS" as merely the "HUMAN NAME" and thus not conveying His DEITY/HUMANITY PERSON. By whatever name is used, the entire PERSON of the Lord Jesus Christ is conveyed. He cannot be DISSECTED or DIVIDED up by names used for Him. Westcott does the same for "JESUS" on page 74 (Hebrews 3:2), and on page 164 (Hebrews 6:20), and again in I Peter 5:5 (op. cat., p. 180). In all of these passages, he cites the words "THE HUMAN NAME, JESUS."

• B. **The Heresies Of Westcott And Hort On The Work Of The Lord Jesus Christ**
  • 1. **Westcott EXPLAINED AWAY Some Of The MIRACLES Of The Lord Jesus Christ By Down-Playing Or Omitting The Literal Phase Of The MIRACLE**
    - Westcott And Hort Deny Or Have A False Meaning To The LITERAL, BODILY RESURRECTION Of The Lord Jesus Christ, And Resurrection General
      - a. Westcott Falsely Thought The "RESURRECTION OF CHRIST" Was The "RESTORATION" Of The "TABERNACLE OF GOD'S PRESENCE TO MEN"
      - b. Westcott Falsely Thought Christ's Body Passed Through "EARTHLY DISSOLUTION" In His Wrong View Of The RESURRECTION
c. Hort Wrongly SPIRITUALIZED The RESURRECTION From The Dead In I Peter 1:3

3. Westcott Refused To Stand For "PROPOSITIONS ABOUT CHRIST," Thinking That It Was All Right Simply To "BELIEVE .... IN CHRIST," Whoever He Might Be

4. Westcott Was Very HERETICAL Concerning The "SECOND COMING" Of The Lord Jesus Christ

   a. Westcott HERETICALLY Believed In Many Different "COMINGS" Of The Lord Jesus Christ In John 14:3
   b. Westcott Repeats Similar Errors Concerning The Second Coming Of The Lord Jesus Christ Throughout His Works

5. Westcott And Hort Had A False And HERETICAL View Of The Vicarious, Substitutionary Sacrifice Of The Lord Jesus Christ

   a. Westcott Believed The HERESY That The "REDEMPTIVE EFFICACY" Of "CHRIST'S WORK" Was Found "IN HIS WHOLE LIFE," Rather Than In His Death
   b. Westcott Wrongly Thought John 6:51 Did NOT Speak Of Christ's "ATONEMENT"
   c. Westcott Wrongly Took Christ's "FLESH" In John 6:51 To Be "THE VIRTUE OF HIS HUMANITY"
   d. Westcott HERETICALLY Declared That Throughout Christ's "LAST DISCOURSES" The "REDEMPTIVE WORK OF CHRIST WAS ESSENTIALLY COMPLETED"
   e. Westcott Gave "PLAUSIBILITY" And "AUTHORITY" To The False "CAUSE OF DEATH OF CHRIST" As A "RUPTURE OF THE HEART" Rather Than The Biblical Cause
   f. Westcott Wrongly Said That "DEATH" Rather Than The "SHEDDING OF THE BLOOD" Is The "SEAL" Of The Validity Of A Covenant
   g. Westcott Had A Wrong View Of "BLOOD" As The "IDEA OF LIFE" Rather Than "DEATH"
   h. Westcott Wrongly Believed The "OFFERING OF THE BODY OF JESUS CHRIST ONCE FOR ALL" Somewhere "SLOWLY MATURER THROUGH LIFE"
   i. Westcott Wrongly Taught That "REDEMPTION, FORGIVENESS, ATONEMENT" And "RECONCILIATION" Came Through Christ's "INCARNATION," "LIFE," "PASSION," And "RESURRECTION," Rather Than Just Through His SACRIFICE AT CALVARY!
   j. Hort Denies That In I Peter 1:2, There Is No "REFERENCE" To The Idea Of "RANSOM" In The Words, "SPRINKLING OF THE BLOOD OF JESUS CHRIST"
   k. Hort Failed To Find The Reference To The "BLOOD OF AN UBLEMISHED AND UNSPOTTED LAMB" As A Reference To The LORD JESUS CHRIST, THE LAMB OF GOD!
1. Hort Stated That Christ's "PRECIOUS BLOOD" In 1 Peter 1:19 Is Only "FIGURATIVE LANGUAGE" As A "RANSOM."

B. THE HERESIES OF WESTCOTT AND HORT ON THE WORK OF THE LORD JESUS CHRIST.

• 1. Westcott EXPLAINED AWAY Some of The MIRACLES Of The Lord Jesus Christ By Down-Playing Or Omitting The Literal Phase Of The MIRACLE. He wrote:

  ○ (John 6:21) It will be obvious that these two" SIGNS" are introductory to the discourse which follows. Both correct LIMITED VIEWS springing out of our MATERIAL CONCEPTIONS. Effects are produced at variance with our ideas of quantity and quality. That which is SMALL becomes GREAT. That which is HEAVY moves on the SURFACE OF THE WATER. Contrary elements yield at a divine presence. Both "SIGNS" in other words, prepare the way for NEW THOUGHTS of Christ, of His sustaining, preserving, guiding power, and EXCLUDE DEDUCTIONS DRAWN FROM CORPOREAL RELATIONS ONLY. He can support men, though visible means fall short. He is with His disciples, though they do not recognize or see Him .... (W-John, op. cat., p. 99).

  • This sounds like a modernistic APOSTATE explaining away the MIRACLES alluded to above! He wants to de-emphasize "MATERIAL CONCEPTIONS" and "EXCLUDE" completely any "DEDUCTIONS DRAWN FROM CORPOREAL RELATIONS ONLY." Thus the LITERALNESS of these MIRACLES is suspected and by-passed by Westcott, in favor of a SPIRITUALIZATION of them!

  ○ (John 11:25) The RESURRECTION is NOT a doctrine but a fact: NOT FUTURE BUT PRESENT: not multitudinous, but belonging to the UN-BROKEN CONTINUITY OF EACH SEPARATE LIFE .... I am -- NOT I SHALL BE HEREAFTER -- I AM .... (W-John, op. cat., p. 168).

  • Here is Westcott's flat denial of the FUTURE RESURRECTION, holding only to some sort of undefined, SPIRITUALIZED "PRESENT" form!

• 2. Westcott And Hort Deny Or Have A False Meaning To The LITERAL, BODILY RESURRECTION Of The Lord Jesus Christ, And Remain in General.

  ○ a. Westcott Falsely Thought The "RESURRECTION OF CHRIST" Was The "RESTORATION" Of The "TABERNACLE OF GOD'S PRESENCE TO MEN." He wrote:

    ▪ (John 2:19) Destroy this temple, and in three days I will raise it up) On the other hand the RESURRECTION OF CHRIST was the raising again of the Temple, the complete RESTORATION OF THE TABERNACLE OF GOD'S PRESENCE TO MEN, perpetuated in the CHURCH, WHICH IS CHRIST'S BODY. (W-John, op. cat., p. 42).

  ○ All Westcott the APOSTATE and HERETIC has for the bodily RESURRECTION OF OUR Lord Jesus Christ is the "RESTORATION OF...GOD'S PRESENCE TO MEN" which is "PERPETUATED IN THE CHurch, WHICH IS CHRIST'S BODY." Just so there is a VISIBLE CHURCH, for Westcott, there is a
b. Westcott Falsely Thought Christ's Body Passed Through "EARTHY DISSOLUTION" in His Wrong View Of The RESURRECTION. He wrote:

- (Hebrews 7:16) The LIFE OF CHRIST was not endless or eternal only. It was essentially "INDISSOLUBLE" (akataluptos). Although the form of its manifestation was changed and in the earthly sense He died, yet His life endured unchanged even through EARTHY DISSOLUTION .... (W-Hebrews, op. cat., p. 185).
  - There was NO "EARTHLY DISSOLUTION" of the body of the Lord Jesus Christ, because He "SAW NO CORRUPTION"! His body was literally and physically RESURRECTED from the dead, and He is still at the Father's right hand to this very hour, as the "MAN, CHRIST JESUS," raised bodily, ascended bodily, seated bodily at the Right Hand of God the Father, and coming one day BODILY as He promised!

- Hort Wrongly SPIRITUALIZED The RESURRECTION From The Dead in 1 Peter 1:3. He wrote:
  - (1 Peter 1:3) (by the RESURRECTION OF JESUS CHRIST FROM THE DEAD) How our Lord's Resurrection was the INSTRUMENT BY which a new life of hope was brought into mankind may be read in many places of the Acts and the Epistles. It reversed every doom of every kind of death, and thus annulled the hopelessness which must settle down on every one who thinks out seriously what is involved in the universal empire of death. It was by the faith in the Resurrection that MANKIND WAS ENABLED TO RENEW ITS YOUTH. (H-1 Peter, op. cat., p. 34).
    - This is a SPIRITUALIZATION of the Resurrection. It doesn't "ENABLE" "MANKIND" to "RENEW ITS YOUTH," it teaches that every born-again believer will one day receive a NEW BODY, physically raised from the dead or transformed instantaneously from a MORTAL body to an IMMORTAL body at His Coming! Hort knows NOTHING of this glorious HOPE, but spiritualizes it away to NOTHINGNESS!

3. Westcott Refused To Stand For "PROPOSITIONS ABOUT CHRIST," Thinking That It Was All Right Just Simply To "BELIEVE" "IN CHRIST," Whoever He Might Be! He wrote:
  - (John 14:1) (believe also in me) The BELIEF is "IN CHRIST," and NOT IN ANY PROPOSITIONS ABOUT CHRIST. (W-John, op. cat., p. 200).
  - This may sound all well and good, but just HOW, pray tell, can you believe "IN CHRIST" if you don't have the slightest idea about just WHO He is, based on the Bible, and all of its definite "PROPOSITIONS ABOUT CHRIST"?! This is the chief HERESY of Westcott -- his disdain to be pinned down to "PROPOSITIONS ABOUT CHRIST"! He has passed on this HERESY to many, many 20th century people today as well, sad to say!
• 4. **Westcott Was Very HERETICAL Concerning The "SECOND COMING" Of The Lord Jesus Christ!**

  o **Westcott HERETICALLY Believed in Many Different "COMINGS" Of The Lord Jesus Christ in John 14:3.** He wrote:
    - (John 14:3) (...1 will come again, and receive you unto myself;) But though the words refer to the LAST "COMING" OF CHRIST, the promise MUST NOT BE LIMITED TO THAT ONE "COMING" which is the consummation of all "COMINGS." Nor again must it be confined to the "COMING" TO THE CHURCH ON THE DAY OF PENTECOST, or to the "COMING" TO THE INDIVIDUAL EITHER AT CONVERSION OR AT DEATH, though these "COMINGS" are included in the thought. Christ is in fact from the moment of His Resurrection EVER COMING TO THE WORLD AND TO THE CHURCH, AND TO MEN as the Risen Lord (Comp. i. 9). This thought is expressed by the use of the present I COME as distinguished from the future I WILL COME, as of one ISOLATED FUTURE ACT. The "COMING" IS REGARDED IN ITS CONTINUAL PRESENT .... Side by side with THIS CONSTANT COMING .... (W-John, op. cit., p. 201).

  o This comment, for those who know the Bible on the Second Coming of the Lord Jesus Christ, needs no further elaboration by me. Its HERESIES are obvious. For Westcott, words don't mean anything. He can make them whatever he might wish to make of them. Many MODERNIST APOSTATES and HERETICS of today have followed his lead here!

  b. **Westcott Repeats Similar Errors Concerning The Second Coming Of The Lord Jesus Christ Throughout His Works.** He refers the Second Coming to the coming of the Holy Spirit (cf. W-John, op. cit., John 14:16, p. 205); He speaks of "SEVERAL COMINGS OF CHRIST" (Cf. W-1-3 John, op. cit., 1 John 2:18, p. 69); He refers to the expression, "AS OFTEN AS CHRIST COMES" (Cf. W-1-3 John, op. cit., 1 John 2:18, p. 71); He says that "HE IS STILL COMING" in the "FLESH" (cf. W-1-3 John, op. cit., 1 John 4:2, p. 142); and he refers to a "CONTINUOUS SPIRITUAL COMING" of Christ (Cf. W-1-3 John, op. cit., 1 John 5:6, p. 182). These all perpetuate Westcott's HERESY in this vital department of Christology!

• 5. **Westcott And Hort Had A False And HERETICAL View Of The Vicarious, Substitutionary Sacrifice Of The Lord Jesus Christ.**

  o **Westcott Believed The HERESY That The "REDEMPTIVE EFFICACY" Of "CHRIST'S WORK" Was Found "IN HIS WHOLE LIFE," Rather Than in His Death.** He wrote:
    - (John 1:29) (which taketh away the sin of the world) The parallel passage in the Epistle (l.c.) shews that the REDEMPITIVE EFFICACY OF CHRIST'S WORK is to be FOUND IN HIS WHOLE LIFE...(W-John, op. cit., p. 20).

  o Here is a verse, John 1:29, which shows that the "LAMB OF GOD" took away the sin of the world by His offering on the cross, and yet Westcott used it to show
"REDEMPTIVE EFFICACY" is found "IN HIS WHOLE LIFE." This is nothing short of blatant HERETICAL modernistic APOSTASY! Jesus Christ's LIFE did not nor could not REDEEM us! It was only the SHEDDING OF HIS BLOOD at the Cross which redeems man!

b. Westcott Wrongly Thought John 6:51 Did NOT Speak Of Christ's "ATONEMENT" He wrote:
   - (John 6:51) (my flesh) The thought here is of support and growth, and NOT OF ATONEMENT. (W-John, op. cit. p. 106).
   - The whole importance of the teachings in this section of John 6 has to do with the "ATONEMENT" of the Lord Jesus Christ. How else can we understand His giving us His "FLESH" to eat?!

c. Westcott Wrongly Took Christ's "FLESH" in John 6:51 To Be "THE VIRTUE OF HIS HUMANITY." He wrote:
   - (John 6:51, 53) It is not yet indicated how the "FLESH" of Christ, THE VIRTUE OF HIS HUMANITY, will be communicated to and made effectual for mankind or men .... By the "FLESH" in this narrower sense we must understand the VIRTUE OF CHRIST'S HUMANITY as living for us; by the "BLOOD" the VIRTUE OF HIS HUMANITY as subject to death. (W-John, op. cit., p. 106-07).
   - Christ's "FLESH" is communicated to" and made effectual for mankind or men" by His crucifixion on the Cross! Westcott has mis-defined and SPIRITUALIZED both "FLESH" and "BLOOD," rather than taking them literally to refer to what was accomplished on the cross for lost men!

d. Westcott HERETICALLY Declared That Throughout Christ's "LAST DISCOURSES" The "REDEMPTIVE WORK OF CHRIST ESSENTIALLY WAS COMPLETED." He wrote:
   - (John 13:31) (glorified) The thought throughout these LAST DISCOURSES is of the decisive act by which the Passion had been embraced. THE REDEMPTIVE WORK OF CHRIST ESSENTIALLY WAS COMPLETED (xvii. 4, etc.) (W-John, op. cit., p. 196).
   - By NO MEANS was the "REDEMPTIVE WORK OF CHRIST" either "ESSENTIALLY COMPLETED" or even partly COMPLETED while He was giving His "LAST DISCOURSES." This harks back to Westcott's HERESY that Christ's "WHOLE LIFE" has ' 'REDEMPTIVE EFFICACY" (cf. 5 'a' above).

e. Westcott Gave "PLAUSIBILITY" And "AUTHORITY" To The False "CAUSE OF THE DEATH OF CHRIST" As A "RUPTURE OF THE HEART" Rather Than The Biblical Cause. He wrote:
   - (John 19:34) (blood and water) It has been argued (WITH THE GREATEST PLAUSIBILITY AND AUTHORITY by Dr. Stroud, 'The physical cause of the Death of Christ,' ed. 2, 1871) that this is a natural
phenomenon. The IMMEDIATE CAUSE OF DEATH WAS (it is said) A RUPTURE OF THE HEART .... (W-John, op. cit., p. 279).

- No! The "IMMEDIATE CAUSE OF DEATH" was the fact that the Lord Jesus Christ DISMISSED HIS SPIRIT. He simply said, "INTO THY HANDS I COMMEND MY SPIRIT" and so gave up His Spirit and died physically! This was the cause of death! It was a MIRACLE of Deity which no human being is capable of performing! If a PHYSICAL CAUSE of death can be found (other than the Biblical one), then how can we be sure He didn't die an "accidental death" and that He did NOT atone for the sins of the world in His Sacrifice?!

f. Westcott Wrongly Said That "DEATH" Rather Than The "SHEDDING OF THE BLOOD" Is The "SEAL" Of The Validity Of A Covenant. He wrote:

- (Hebrews 9:14) DEATH again, which makes the BLOOD AVAILABLE, is the SEAL of the validity of a covenant. (W-Hebrews, op. cit., p. 261).

- No! "DEATH" in and of itself is NOT the "SEAL" of the Covenant, but, on the contrary, it is the "SHEDDING OF THE BLOOD" which is the "SEAL" of the New Covenant and all Biblical Covenants! "DEATH" could be by natural causes, and without any SHEDDING OF BLOOD whatsoever, and that would not "SEAL" anything!

g. Westcott Had A Wrong View Of "BLOOD" As The "IDEA OF LIFE" Rather Than "DEATH." He wrote:

- (Hebrews 9: 12) I have endeavoured to shew elsewhere (Addit. Note on 1 John i.7) that the Scriptural idea of BLOOD is ESSENTIALLY an IDEA OF LIFE and NOT OF DEATH. (W-Hebrews, op, cit., p. 293).

- This is foreign to the Bible's usage! "BLOOD" is ever used in sacrifices, and is ever spoken of as being "SHED." This SHEDDING OF BLOOD can hardly speak of "LIFE," but is a picture of the "DEATH" of the sacrifice!

h. Westcott Wrongly Believed The "OFFERING OF THE BODY OF JESUS CHRIST ONCE FOR ALL" Somehow "SLOWLY MATURED THROUGH LIFE." He wrote:

- (Hebrews 10:10) (through the offering of the body of Jesus Christ once for all) Through the offering of the body divinely prepared, WHICH OFFERING, SLOWLY MATURED THROUGH LIFE, was consummated on the cross. (W-Hebrews, op. cit., p. 312)

- If this "OFFERING" was indeed "ONCE FOR ALL," [and it WAS, at the Cross], how could it be "SLOWLY MATURED THROUGH LIFE"?! This again is pure APOSTATE HERESY!!

i. Westcott Wrongly Taught That "REDEMPTION, FORGIVENESS, ATONEMENT" And "RECONCILIATION" Came Through Christ's "INCARNATION," "LIFE," "PASSION," And "RESURRECTION," Rather Than Just Through His SACRIFICE AT CALVARY! He wrote:
(Hebrews 10:10) He requires REDEMPTION, FORGIVENESS, ATONEMENT, RECONCILIATION. All these blessings Christ has brought to humanity by His INCARNATION, His LIFE, His PASSION, His ASCENSION. (W-Hebrews, op. cit., p. 344).

- All of these great spiritual gifts and benefits -- REDEMPTION, FORGIVENESS, ATONEMENT, and "RECONCILIATION" came from the sacrifice of the Lord Jesus Christ at Calvary, and not a single one came from His "LIFE," or "INCARNATION" only, or even "ASCENSION"!! Here is Westcott's down-playing once more the sacrifice of Christ at the Cross! It is HERESY!

- Hort Denies That In 1 Peter 1:2, There Is No "REFERENCE," To The idea Of "RANSOM" In The Words, "SPRINKLING OF THE BLOOD OF JESUS CHRIST." He wrote:

  - (1 Peter 1:2) In the N.T. the BLOOD OF CHRIST is associated with various images which need to be clearly distinguished. There is here NO DIRECT REFERENCE to the idea of PURCHASE OR RANSOM, as in vv. 18. 19...or to the ideal of SACRIFICIAL ATONEMENT, as in several other books of the N.T. (H-1 Peter, op. cit., p. 23).

- Hort is HERETICAL here again! There is no reference to the "BLOOD OF JESUS CHRIST" in the New Testament which does not refer and relate directly to "PURCHASE," or "RANSOM" or "SACRIFICIAL ATONEMENT"!!

- Hort Failed To Find The Reference To The "BLOOD OF UNBLEMISHED AND UNSPOTTED LAMB" As A Reference To The LORD JESUS CHRIST, the LAMB OF GOD! He wrote:

  - (1 Peter 1:19) (But with the precious blood of Christ, as of a lamb without blemish and without spot) In this allusion to the BLOOD OF AN UNBLEMISHED AND UNSPOTTED LAMB, what had St Peter in mind? Chiefly, I think, and perhaps SOLELY the paschal lamb. (H-1 Peter, op. cit., p. 77).

- There is no mystery nor wonder as to the reference to this "LAMB" to the simplest believer -- and it is NOT to the "PASCHAL" or "PASSOVER" lamb of Exodus 12! It is to the "LAMB OF GOD" who taketh away the sin of the world (John 1:29)! What a pity that the HERESIES of HORT preclude his discernment of spiritual verities in this!! Hort holds that the "paschal lamb" is in view later in the discussion as well (Cf. 1 Peter, op. cit., p. 79) in connection with the same verse.

- Hort Sated That Christ's "PRECIOUS BLOOD" In 1 Peter 1:19 Is Only "FIGURATIVE LANGUAGE" As A "RANSOM" He wrote:

  - (1 Peter 1:19) The true lesson is that the LANGUAGE which speaks of a RANSOM IS BUT FIGURATIVE LANGUAGE;...(B-1 Peter, op. cit., p. 80).

- In other words, Hort holds to the HERESY that the blood atonement of the Lord Jesus Christ really didn't take place LITERALLY, but the whole idea of
redemption through Christ's "PRECIOUS BLOOD" is all "FIGURATIVE." If such be the case, then HORT is in HELL today!

CHAPTER XI

SUMMARY and CONCLUSIONS

Though a great many things could be said at the conclusion of this brief analysis of the THEOLOGICAL HERESIES OF WESTCOTT AND HORT, this brief SUMMARY, followed by some CONCLUSIONS will be suggestive only, in an effort to tie together into one small space some of the more outstanding pieces of the HERETICAL puzzle known throughout the entire civilized world as "WESTCOTT AND HORTISM"!

A. SUMMARY.

CHAPTER I (pp. 1-4) discussed such background information as why study Westcott and Hort's HERESIES; what the significance is if they had HERESIES; their HERESIES in contrast with John Burgon's soundness; the five books studied and quoted from throughout the analysis; the plan of treatment used; and what would be included in the study.

CHAPTER II (pp. 4-8) included a discussion of Westcott and Hort's HERESIES in the area of BIBLIOLOGY or the Bible, including wrong views on INSPIRATION; on BIBLICAL INTERPRETATION; on ISRAEL AND THE CHURCH; and on INCOMPLETE EXEGESIS of vital verses.

CHAPTER III (pp. 9-10) took up Westcott and Hort's HERESIES in the area of THEOLOGY PROPER, or the doctrine of God, including the FATHERHOOD OF GOD; a denial that Christ made known GOD; and a denial of God's being PROPITIATED.

CHAPTER IV (pp. 10-13) included Westcott and Hort's HERESIES in the area of ANTHROPOLOGY and HAMARTIOLOGY, or the doctrines of MAN and of SIN, including teaching that MEN COULD BE DIVINE; EVOLUTION; MAN'S PERFECTABILITY; a HERETICAL VIEW OF PSYCHOLOGY OF MAN; and other matters.

CHAPTER V (p. 13) included Westcott and Hort's HERESIES in the area of SATANOLOGY or the doctrine of SATAN, including their failure to affirm his PERSONALITY.

CHAPTER VI (pp. 13-14) included Westcott and Hort's HERESIES in the area of ECCLESIOLOGY or the doctrine of the CHURCH, including a confusion of Christ's literal
BODY, with the "BODY OF CHRIST" which is the CHURCH UNIVERSAL; and BAPTISMAL REGENERATION.

CHAPTER VII (pp. 14-15) included Westcott and Hort's HERESIES in the area of PNEUMATOLOGY or the doctrine of the HOLY SPIRIT, including their false view of THE HOLY SPIRIT AT CHRIST'S BAPTISM; a failure to recognize the INDWELLING OF THE HOLY SPIRIT IN THE BELIEVER; and a false reference to "A HOLY SPIRIT."

CHAPTER VIII (pp. 15-17) included Westcott and Hort's HERESIES in the area of ESCHATOLOGY, or the doctrine of future things, including their false views of HEAVEN AND ETERNAL LIFE; SPIRITUALIZATION OF THE "SECOND DEATH"; POSTMILLENNIALISM; and the NON-LITERAL VIEW OF CHRIST'S SECOND COMING.

CHAPTER IX (pp. 18-20) included Westcott and Hort's HERESIES in the area of SOTERIOLOGY or the doctrine of SALVATION, including the false view that Christ's "WHOLE LIFE" had "REDEMPTIVE EFFICACY"; UNIVERSALISM; and a false view of ETERNAL LIFE.

CHAPTER X (pp. 21-37) was the MAJOR CHAPTER, and included Westcott and Hort's HERESIES in the area of CHRISTOLOGY or the doctrine of CHRIST, including (A) HERESIES ON THE PERSON OF CHRIST, such as: error on the PRE-EXISTENCE OF CHRIST; on the OMNISCIENCE OF CHRIST; on the OMNIPRESENCE of CHRIST; on the DEITY OF CHRIST; on the IMPECCABILITY OR SINLESSNESS OF CHRIST; on the PERSON AND NATURES OF CHRIST; and on the NAMES OF CHRIST. It also included (B) HERESIES ON THE WORK OF CHRIST, such as: error on the MIRACLES OF CHRIST; on the BODILY RESURRECTION OF CHRIST; on PROPOSITIONS ABOUT CHRIST; on the SECOND COMING OF CHRIST; and on the VICARIOUS SUBSTITUTIONARY SACRIFICE OF CHRIST.

CHAPTER XI (pp. 37-42) included a SUMMARY and CONCLUSIONS in regard to the HERESIES OF WESTCOTT AND HORT.

B. CONCLUSIONS.

1. Westcott And Hort Are NOT "EVANGELICALS" in Theology, But in Reality Are "APOSTATES" mid "HERETICS"!! If one thing is certain, after the careful reading of the foregoing 125 QUOTATIONS from the FIVE BOOKS (c. 1,291 pp. in all: 1056 from Westcott, and 235 from Hort), Westcott and Hort are NOT the cool, careful, sound, FUNDAMENTALIST or EVANGELICAL writers they have always been passed off to being. Instead, they are APOSTATE and HERETICAL in many, many vital areas and doctrines of the Historical Christian Faith as taught in the Bible! These 125 QUOTATIONS are not ALL such quotations, but are merely a SAMPLING of the quotations that could be cited. These were given in the interests of TIME and SPACE and at the same time attempted to give SUBSTANCE TO THIS conclusion of the NON-EVANGELICALISM of Westcott and Hort. Though there might be some slight room for difference of opinion and interpretation of a few of these 125 QUOTATIONS,
there are still enough left when you're finished to make quite a CONVINCING array of EVIDENCE against their FUNDAMENTALISM!

2. Since Westcott And Hort Were "HERETICS" And "APOSTATES" In So Many Of Their Theological Areas, Bible-Believers Should Be Warned Against Them! It is sad that so many EVANGELICALS consider WESTCOTT AND HORT as being "EVANGELICALS" and thorough-going Bible-believers, when the REVERSE is true! Bible-believing Christians therefore should be WARNED against the apostasy of these men so that IF they get their books, they will not accept everything they write as being from a sound expositor.

3. Since Westcott And Hort Were HERETICAL in So Many Areas, Their VERACITY On Their THEORIES Of New Testament TEXTUAL CRITICISM Cannot Be Trusted. Any men who would twist the Bible's clear meanings as Westcott and Hort have done in these above areas, cannot be trusted in any other Biblical area as well! The Westcott and Hort THEORY of New Testament Textual Criticism which has dominated the field since the production of the English Revised Version (ERV) of 1881 based on their FALSE GREEK TEXT, cannot be accepted on face value, because the perpetrators of such a theory have been proven to be deceivers and APOSTATES and HERETICS in so many other areas of Bible doctrine. If these men would deceive and pervert the Bible so much in these areas which we have examined in the foregoing pages, what is to prevent them from putting over on the world a fictitious and ERROR-FILLED theory of New Testament Textual Criticism?!! The new book by Wilbur N. Pickering [The Identity of the New Testament Text--#556, available from BFT for a GIFT of $9.00 plus postage] shows very clearly that many of the things claimed by Westcott and Hort in their New Testament Textual Criticism were just NOT TRUE! In fact, they LIED about what they had done, out and out! ! It is easy for me to understand the WHY of their LYING, now that we have seen so clearly that they are not true EVANGELICALS or FUNDAMENTALISTS in their theology, but HERETICS. Their word cannot be trusted, therefore, and their motivation to twist and to doctor the New Testament Greek Text to conform to their HERESIES is the more plausible under these circumstances!

4. Since Westcott and Hort Were HERETICAL In Many Areas of Bible Doctrine, NO PART OF THEIR TEXTUAL THEORY SHOULD BE ACCEPTED WITHOUT CLEAR, POSITIVE PROOF!! Once a man's theology is found to be FALSE, his WORD can be FALSE in any area whatsoever! No one should take ANY PART of their textual theories without positive PROOF which is beyond question! You should NOT take their "WORD FOR IT," since they have lied about what they claim over and over again! In fact, it is high time for FUNDAMENTALISTS and any EVANGELICALS as well, to (in view of the above analysis of the HERESIES OF WESTCOTT AND HORT) throw out the entire WESTCOTT AND HORT Textual Theories LOCK, STOCK, AND BARREL as being the work of blatant HERETICS and APOSTATES!! Since when do Bible-believing FUNDAMENTALISTS take ANY of their theories or view of the the Bible from proven HERETICS??!

5. With Westcott and Hort's HERESIES As Mentioned Above In This Analysis, It is Easier To Understand Why They Treated The Bible" ANY OTHER BOOK." Without any sound FUNDAMENTALISM in doctrine, why should the Bible be accepted as a SPECIAL BOOK??!
This is why Westcott and Hort claimed they were treating the Bible as any other book in their NATURALISTIC METHOD of textual criticism because they did not hold that it was plenarily and verbally inspired of God and hence inerrant and infallible in the original languages!

6. With The Above HERESIES Held By Westcott And Hort, it Would Be IMPOSSIBLE For Them To Have Been SAVED MEN, And Hence They Are In Hell today! This realization of their HERESY must bring with it the consequent realization that they are NOT SAVED, and hence they are in HELL TODAY for all eternity! This is a sobering fact! Though these men were high up in the ANGLICAN CHURCH of their day, they cannot use that to escape HELL. They must be "IN CHRIST," having Him as their personal Savior and Lord to be in heaven. Since they refused to accept Him as the Bible pictures Him to be, they could not possibly have been saved!

7. Since Westcott and Hort "BRING NOT THIS DOCTRINE" Concerning The PERSON AND WORK of the Lord Jesus Christ, We Should Not "RECEIVE THEM" Nor Bid Them "GOD SPEED." 2 John 1:7-11 clearly teaches that when men come and do not bring the "DOCTRINE OF CHRIST" (v. 9), these men are "DECEIVERS" and these men are "ANTICHRISTS" (v.7). It is also true that these men who do not hold the Biblical "DOCTRINE OF OR ABOUT CHRIST" (such as Westcott and Hort, cf. pp. 21-37 above) do NOT "HAVE GOD." (v. 9). Furthermore, it is told us clearly that when such men come around, we are not to "RECEIVE" them "INTO YOUR HOUSE, NEITHER BID THEM GOD SPEED, FOR HE THAT BIDDETH HIM GOD SPEED IS PARTAKER OF THEIR (HIS) EVIL DEEDS." (vv. 10-11). By application of this passage of Scripture, and in view of the HERETICAL CHRISTOLOGY of Westcott and Hort outlined above, we should not "RECEIVE" their New Testament Textual Theories or bid such theories "GOD SPEED" or else we are "PARTAKERS OF THEIR EVIL DEEDS" by extension. A man's theories are influenced by the BELIEFS which he holds, and Westcott and Hort and their theories are no exception! This is a dire and serious warning which is needed today more than ever before!! When the WESTCOTT AND HORT false theory of textual criticism is revered and almost "WORSHIPPED" even in our FUNDAMENTALISTS' and SEPARATISTS' Bible Institutes, Colleges, and Theological Seminaries, the facts and the truth of their HERESIES should be circulated in all quarters of the Bible-believing world!! To this end, please send your GIFTS to THE BIBLE FOR TODAY of $2.50 each for as many copies as possible to be MAILED to the schools of your choice so that they might be aware of these HERESIES on the part of WESTCOTT AND HORT! You may have TWO COPIES for a GIFT of $4.50 to the BIBLE FOR TODAY. Postage will help to send these to the people and/or schools of your choice. Can you help us in this endeavor?

8. The BATTLE Against WESTCOTT AND HORT'S FALSE TEXTUAL THEORY WILL Be Waged Throughout The Coming Decades -- Your BIBLE And Its TRUE TEXT ARE AT STAKE! The importance of WESTCOTT AND HORT historically in the false theories of textual criticism that they initiated cannot be forgotten. It is of utmost importance to the TRUE TEXT of the Bible to oppose their MINORITY GREEK TEXT and to SUPPORT the TRADITIONAL GREEK TEXT which basically is the text underlying the King James Version of the New Testament! Let's not allow these two UNBELIEVING HERETICS to ruin and to spoil our Bibles! Have they not done enough by their HERESIES as outlined in this analysis?! Do we need them to use their influence beyond the grave to gain support and respectability to their false text of the New
Testament?! This is a deadly and an important battle, and it will not be an easy one to win, but the BIBLE FOR TODAY will persist in its efforts to support the TRADITIONAL GREEK TEXT of the New Testament and OPPOSE the false and defective HERETICAL TEXT of Westcott and Hort constructed to accommodate their own BIBLICAL HERESIES! For a complete list of MATERIALS (pamphlets, books, and booklets) both by yours truly, and by many other authors who also are OPPOSED to the WESTCOTT AND HORT false text of the New Testament, write us for a CATALOG OF PUBLICATIONS, and then look in the INDEX under "BIBLE" part "K" to find the many, many helpful publications on this vital subject which we carry in the BIBLE FOR TODAY.

9. Westcott and Hort's HERESIES In Doctrine COMPLETELY CANCEL Any So-Called "SCHOLARSHIP" Which Many Feel They Had! I've often heard the argument in FAVOR OF WESTCOTT AND HORT to the effect that "THEY WERE CERTAINLY TREMENDOUS SCHOLARS!!" But even IF this were the case (and I am not prepared even to concede this point without a more thorough examination of it -- in fact I am prone to DOUBT this fact very much having studied a little of their phony textual theories of the New Testament Greek Text!!), do not their HERESIES completely OVER-RULE any such "SCHOLARSHIP"?! I think that this is the case! I Corinthians 2:14 clearly states that the "NATURAL MAN" such as WESTCOTT AND HORT were, cannot "RECEIVE" the things "OF THE SPIRIT OF GOD," for they are "FOOLISHNESS UNTO HIM: NEITHER CAN HE KNOW THEM, BECAUSE THEY ARE SPIRITUALLY DISCERNED." What good is "SCHOLARSHIP" (if they even had it) if you can't "UNDERSTAND" or "DISCERN" the subject-matter of your study?! And such is the case with these HERETICS, Westcott and Hort! Their unsaved, NATURAL MINDS, could not begin to COMPREHEND the things of "THE SPIRIT OF GOD" but they were "FOOLISHNESS UNTO THEM."